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Fulfillment from ivithin and from without—
-
through self-expression,
companionship, hope.
Each moment enriches life and
realizes a new challenge,
enabling our aspirations
to reach the heights.


Time passes—the light of hope
brings a promise of the future.
The atmosphere of challenge remains
development continues through contemplation.
Peace is sought
and found in solitude
fulfillment is near.
The start of another great year ,
things start jumping uith SCAF.
Stolen moments in the C-Club
. . .
sweatshirts . .
.
typical freshmen . . .
"extra-curricular activities" .
studying . . . inside or out . . . alone or together.
Lambda Chis
women . .
.
watermelon .
.
whoops!
Coeds chase Sigma Chis
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. . . tackle and run
. . . hut the men sometimes catch up.
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It's "Flappers, Flivvers, and Fairview'"' .
20
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. . .
Homecoming
.
Roaring Twenties
style . .
.
. . . beards . . .
beanies . .
.
biceps . .
.
h 22
the traditional and the novel charm young and old.
^ --1
-i
Butler Ballots preview national
elections . . .
\\ 24
. . . fantastic TKE freak cops
top award . . .
pledges anticipate walk-out
week end . . .
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Winter snows
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I. transform our campus "holiday-style
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a*,
"On your mark .
get set . . .
an'
"
u".
. . Delt Trik-la-tron
is Butler's Little 500."
f V
To have listened
. .
.
to have learned
. . .
to have loved
.
and we become tomorrow's past.
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DRIFT Features Annual Pageant
The 1964-1965 DRIFT Pageant was held in the Krannert
Room of Clowes Hall. Each housing unit was represented.
The finalists were chosen for personality and appearance.
The members of the DRIFT Beauty Court are Cissy Esra,
Alpha Chi Omega and Lisa Gatti. Alpha Chi Omega.
Shannon Kelly. Kappa Alpha Theta, was crowned queen.
The Bachelor Court is comprised of Pete Kambiss, Delta
Tau Delta and John Bigelow. Sigma Nu. Bachelor Tom
Schuiz represented Lambda Chi Alpha.
Shannon Kelly, a junior from Indianapolis, is a
French and Spanish major. She is a member of
Kappa Alpha Thela Sorority where she holds the
office of archivist. Her other activities have in-
cluded memberships in Chimes, Junior Panhcllcnic
Council, YWCA, WRA, AWS, and she was a 1964
"500" Princess.
The 1964-1965 ^lost Eligible Bachelor is Tom
Schulz. a junior from Indianapolis. Tom is a mathe-
matics major who plans to enter the field of
actuarial science upon graduation from Butler. He
is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternitv". Tom
served as treasurer of L tes. He is interested in
sports and participates in intramurals.
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Shannon Kelly
Lisa Galti
Cissy Esra
Tom Schuiz
John Biirelow
Pete Kambiss
"Flappers, Flivvers, and Fairview'' - 1964
Miss Barbara M. Cussen of Schwitzer Residence Hall
began her reign as the 19G4 Homecoming Queen on Friday
afternoon of the annual Homecoming weekend. Barbara is
a pharmacy student at Butler and conies from Plymouth,
Indiana. Miss Sandee Christopher representing Alpha Chi
Omega and Miss Marcia Pinkstaff representing Kappa
Alpha Theta were selected as the Homecoming Princesses.
Sandee is a dance major from Springfield, Ohio; Marcia is
studying French and English and is from Cravvfordsville,
Indiana. Making up the QueciTs Court ucre the following:
Miss Mary Duckwall from Nap|)anee. Indiana, represent-
ing Pi Beta Phi; Miss Ginny Staley from Indianapolis,
Indiana, representing Delta Delta Delta; Miss Judy Utter-
back from Indianapolis representing Trianon; and Miss
Kathy Zimlich also from Indianapolis representing Kappa
Kappa Gamma. The Queen and her Court were introduced
during the pre-game ceremonies of the Homecoming foot-
ball game as they were driven around the field in vintage
automobiles. At the annual Homecoming Dance on Satur-
day night, the Queen and her Court were re-introduced.

ROTC Elects Sponsors, Air Angel
Maria Lantz. Sue Lonp, Ina Cross, Nora Campbell, Kathie Nedele
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Noia Campbell Maria Lantz
Sue Long Katliie Nedele
Sweethearts Typify Fraternity Ideals
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Marcia Hockett—Delta Tail Delta Cheryl Riser—Kappa Sigma
Barbara Cussen—Lambda Chi Alpha Saudi Boyd—Sigma Nu
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Sharon "Pinky" Latham—Phi Kappa Theta llianne Arbeiter—Tau Kappa Epsilon
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Athletics
Athletics is the spirit of keen competition and active
participation at Butler. A touchdown, a field goal, the
sound of running feet amid a bedlam of cheers spark
our days.
Victories are applauded, defeats are criticized, but the
hope and confidence always prevail that our team and
our school will win. It may be the breaks, it may be
luck, but usually hard work and skill determine the victor.
Traditional Scenes Reflect B.U. Sports

Cheerleaders Add Color to Athletics
Clii|) Dillon. Hilary Stout. Ina Cioss. Trudy Mennen, Nora Campbell, Sandy Baker
Co-Cajitain Trudy Mennen
Captain Ina Cross
Senior Jill Garbutt
Junior Nora Campbell
Junior Chip Dillon
Butler's Honeys Receive National Coverage
Color Guard Captain
Sandee Christopher
Head Maj,.i.'tu-
Marilyn Henzie
Marilyn Henzie, Cissy Esra, Linda Ross, Alice Bargar, Jean Capko, Nancy Scukanec
Carole Dormal. Sandy Howe.-Sandy McDevitt, Laura Lee Haney
Jonnie Bullock, Marilee Berg, Carly Fox, Linda Miller, Sally Sue Barker,
Sara Stoner
Managers, Trainers Assist Athletes
\3i a
Trainer Jim Morris wraps Bob Crawford's knee.
Frank Knight receives whirlpool treatment.
Tony Hinkle Begins Forty-fourth Year
Hinkle sur\eys the trophies from many I.C.C. championships.
The job of athletic director takes time, planning, and paper work.
B-Men Are Backbone of Butler Athletics
The I'-Men's Association is the organization of all
lljc major lctl<-r winners at Butler, The men sell
[)ro;rrani.s at the different athletie frvenLs. Through
tdeir i-fforts, the Hilton L. Brown award is made
[lossihle. This year the B-Men traveled en nuu»e to
the Indiana State-Butier haslccthall game in Terre
Haute.
Dave Sanders helps a B-Men's project.
gSi'itiii'in I 'iiii'i
"Someday I'll earn a "B-sweater".
FIRST ROW: Dave Enright, Dean Carbone, Dick
Didlaghan, Stan Koby, Tim Jackson, Terry Macy,
Sleie Imel, Terry Rudy. SECOND ROW : Jack Voris,
Bob Downham, Van Bailey. Lyle Mitschelen, Dan
Burgner, Garry Donna, Larry Fairchild, Barney Rosner,
Bob Cranjord. Ron Quigg. THIRD ROT: Joe Pu-
richia. Dave Sutphin. Ron Kozlouski. Charlie ITells,
Carlton Greene, Ron luema. Dave Parker, Dave San-
ders, Tom Sayer. Dr. Hoicard.
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The Team - "^Tt's the Whole *^Dawg*' Team''
FIRST ROIT : C. Dennison. G. Klau'itter. J. Kutschke. B. Freeman,
U. Enright. D. Dullaghan. J. Brodine. V. Bailey. B. Perry. H. Ki-
lander. SECOND ROW : G. Hopp, J. Purichia. M. Alenduff, A.
Beifi. T. Jackson. L. Miischelen. C. Wells. C. Greene, R. Qiiigg. B.
Duunham. D. Carbone. T. Jones, J. Voris. THIRD ROW: J. Morris,
J. Lewis, K. Lejjler, J. Dazelan, If'. Brown, T. Sayer, D. Sutphin,
B. Torchia. D. IT-ar/el, L. Fairchild, T. lozzo, C. McElfresh. FOURTH
ROW : Coach Sylvester, J. Disney, J. Przybyl. R. Kozloivski, S.
Sadler. C. W'eger. D. Meldrom. .4. Meikel. S. Harpold. J. Johnston,
T. Zentz. FIFTH ROW : R. Collins. Coach Hauss, C. Hauss, L.
Golomb. G. Steicurl. J. Lyon, B. Rosner, B. Crawford, J. Render,
D. Burgner. Coach Hinkle.
SCOREBOARD
BUTLER 7 Morehead State 26
BUTLER 21 Bradley 28
BUTLER 14 Ball State 28
BUTLER 7 Wabash 7
BUTLER 9 DePauw 6
BUTLER 41 St. Joseph
BUTLER 7 Indiana State 2
BUTLER 14 Valparaiso 23
BUTLER 48 Evansville 21
TEAM STATISTICS BU OPP
First Downs 132 121
Rushing A ttempts 403 399
Rushing ^ ardage 1618 1525
Passes Attempted 156 136
Passes Completed 79 69
Passing Yardage 929 1008
Pass Interceptions 8 13
Punting Average 35-34 32-36
Fumbles Lost 9-13 8-19
Penalties 26-219 30-270
Dick Uullagliaii and Art Beck received the top awards.
52
Bulldogs in Action Off the Field
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Bulldogs Prepare and Conquer
(11 On Saluiday the fighting bulldog greets our team on their
way to the lorker room (2) where the players nervously await the
game, each wondering what part he will play in the forthcoming
contest. (3) As game time approaches, the team walks down the
tunnel and (4) onto the field with their dads. (5) Calisthenics
perpare the team for action. (6) Captain Lyle Mitschelen watches
the referee flip the coin, (7) Butler wins the toss, and speedy
Dick Dullaghan returns the opening kick off. (8) On the third
down quarterback .Joe Purichia rolls out and (9) hits end Steve
Sadler with a pass. (10) The play fails, however, to gain the
needed yardage for a first down, and Butler is forced to kick.
(11) Ron Captain drops back to punt the ball and the Butler
defense unit takes over.
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(121 Good downfield rushing limits our opponents to short yardage
on the punt return. (131 Butler's quick rushing Il4l aids Dick
Dullashan in the interce[ition of a pass which enable* Butler to take
po^^e^^ion of the ball. (15t Quarterback Joe Purichia directs the
Bulldog attack from the "Straight T" and (16t hand? off to half-
back Bob Downhani who breaks over tackle with assistance of
teammates" key blocks. (17) evades the last defender, and scores
a touchdown. (181 During half-time the exhausted Bulldogs re-
cuperate. (191 Coaches Hinkle. Hauss. and Sylvester watch the
start of the second half while players Dezelan and Jackson await
action. (201 .\fter a series of plays, halfback Dave Enright is
stopped short of a first down—Butler kicks. (21» Tom Saver
protects but \'an Bailey's punt is blocked (22> much to Hinkle's
chagrin. (231 Our opponents take over tlie ball but l24l they are
stopped by a series of plays by Torchia. Brodine. and Fairchild.
(25) Butler takes possession of the ball, calls time out, and huddles.
(26) \i'ith first down and ten. Butler lines up and (27) Purichia
rolls out. receives good protection from Bob Crawford, and throws
a pass (28) to Jeff Brodine who takes it over for the score (29) as
the referee signals a touchdown. (30) Players on the sidelines
shout encouragement as (31) Butler attempts the extra point.
(.32) The game ends with confusion and excitement as the players
and the fans leave the field. (33) The scoreboard reads: VICTORY
AND THE CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP!
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1964 Bulldogs Share ICC Title
GUARDS: FIRST ROW: Bill Torchia,
Marty Alendujf, Tom lozzo. SECOND ROW:
John Johnston, Barney Rosner, Carl W eger.
Bub ValUn.
ENDS: FIRST ROW: John Render, An
Meikel. Steve Harpold. Craig Haas. SEC-
OND ROW: David Sutphin. Charlie Wells,
Carlton Greene, Steve Sadler.
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CENTERS: Jim Disney, Joe Deze-
lan, Dan Burgner.
JACK.LKS: FIRST ROW: Lyle Mitschelen, Tom Suyer. Tim Jwk
son. Ron Quigg. SECOND ROW : Ron Kozloivski, John Przybyl,
'.lard Brown. Larry Fairchild.
3MM.
ILLLB\< K^: Dean Carbone, Dan U'arjel, Dave Enright.
HALFBACKS: f/A'sZ RDll ( luu L DLruu-..^ Ih.k Di II iju.n
Van Bailey. SECOND ROW: Jim kunthke. Gordon Klauiuer,
Bob Dounham. Brooks Freeman.
W ^ I
QUARTERBACKS: Jim Lyon. Bob Perry, .in Beck. Tom Jones,
Joe Purichia.
Harriers Improve Throughout Season
FIRST ROIf': Earl Wanning, Bob Catus, Paul Jayson, Kenny Kendell. SECOND
ROW: Coach Walker, Terry Rudy. Sieve Imel. Stan Busby, Terry Macy. Ron
Volpatti.
Ron \'olpalli and Sieve Imel lead the Bulldogs.
Paced by Ron Volpatti and Steve Imel. Butler's 1964
cross country team finished the season with a fair record
and copped Ith place in the ICC. Terry Rudy, Terry Macy
and Harold Fogellierg added strength in the remaining
positions where point-getting is most important. With
lack of depth and only two seniors, the cross country team
started out slowly, but progressed throughout the season
despite a rebuilding year for Coach Walker's squad.
Butler won several dual meets, placed high in all tri-
angular meets, and finished 9th in the Little State. Vol-
patti finished 5th in the ICC while other Butler runners
finished 25th. 30th, and 38th. Team members composing
the varsity were Ron Volpatti. Terry Rudy, Terry Macy,
Harold Fogellierg, and Stan Busby.
Coach Galvin Walke
tions to his harriers.
shouts instruc-
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Bulldogs Exhibit Drive and Determination
The 1964-1965 basketball season saw the Bulldogs
seeking to maintain their per<'nnial high standings in
conference and Midwest action. With an initial victory
over long-time rival Wabash, Butler went on to face
some of the stiffest competition in the country. Coach
Tony Hinkle's players performed extremely well at times
during the season, gaining victories over such teams as
Michigan State, Tulane, and Akron. One of the highlights
that came later in the season was a well deserved victory
over Bradley in which good shooting and efficient team
play enabled Butler to gain the decision. Winding up
their pre-conference games, the Bulldogs fell to top-ranked
Michigan and to a tough Toledo team. Competition in
the ICC proved to be tougher than usual, in that the
Bulldogs only managed to stop St. Joe in the beginning
round of conference play. Against Evansville the Blue
and White put up a valiant effort, but the Aces were just
too much as they demonstrated with their series of wins
which won them the ICC conference crown. Another win
over St. Joe and a triumph over Valparaiso enabled But-
ler to advance in the standings, but two ICC victories
were not enough to make the Bulldogs a threat to the
conference leaders. Being down in the ICC standings is
quite unusual for a Butler team, but the Bulldogs never
let down in their efforts and this perseverance gained
them a very respectable record.
SCOREBOARD
lUJTI-ER 9.', Waha-sh 80
ULTI.KH H\ Utah State 88
151 TI.KK 66 Utah 95
in TLF.K 66 Ohio State 67
lilTLKH 64 Purdue 80
Hi TLKK 90 Michigan State 89
i5( TI.KR 81 Tulane 67
lUTLKR 81 Michigan 99
BUTLER 62 Toledo 84
BUTLER 79 Akron 58
BUTLER 88 Depauw 90
BUTLER 71 Evans\'ille 79
BUTLER 79 St. Joe 72
BUTLER 90 Wabash 70
BUTLER 72 Ball State 85
BITLER 57 Notre Dame 94
BUTLER 80 Bradley 74
BUTLER 74 Indiana State 81
BUTLER 99 St. Joe »4
BUTLER 74 Valparaiso 80
BUTLER 72 Notre Dame 94
BUTLER 85 Valparaiso 69
BUTLER 73 Evansville 84
BUTLER 102 Ball State 97
BUTLER 87 Indiana State 85
BUTLER 115 Depauw 97
FIRST ROW: Gene Milner. Larry Shade. Tom Jones. Jim Petty,
John Marsh. SECOND ROW: Jim Morris, Dave Sanders. Ed Schil-
ling. Mike Chapman. Lon Shotvley. Charlie McElfresh. THIRD
ROW: Ron Collins. Coach Hinkle. Ron Salatich, Ron hvema. Steve
Sadler. .Mick Scolt. Bob Dietz. Gary Butcher.
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Butler Fans Say - "Our Team Is Good"
Desire and determination continued to characterize the
Butler Bulldogs even though the basketball season was
not as successful as predicted. Records alone, however, do
not always measure success. The 1964-1965 basketball
team was "good," but how can "goodness" be measured?
The effort put forth by our team cannot and will not go
unrecognized; they tried so hard to win. The Butler fan
likes his team, likes the players, and likes the coach. Re-
gardless of the record, the Butler fan will always say—
Our team /5 good.
St. Joe may get the
ball, but not for long.
After Shade goes high to grab
the roiindball, Iwema drops it
in while ojjponcnts look on.
Finishing his last season, Tom Jones sparked the team at guard.
Jone<" potential two-pointer is blocked.
Larry Shade exhibits his versatility. Junior Larry Shade completed his second season as starling guard.
Cox slips by Evansville's Sloan as he goes up hi|
for a lay-up.
Sophomore Gary Cox saw a lot of varsity action this year.
Iwema tips in for two points.
Senior Ron Iwema was a steady starter for the Bulldogs.
ct^^ ,.>..'., ^s^^sirmii^~ i^asr^f iissi^ -
Starting forward Dave Sanders is Butler's high scorer.
Sanders puts in a bid in an attempt to tie the ball.
Chapman anticipates possible rebound as team-
mate connects for two.
Tall man for the Butler squad, Mike Oiapman started at center dot.
ei
Frosh Show Potential, Gain Experience
This year's Freshman baskethall team under the
direction of Coach Frank "Pop" Hedden gained
valuable experience from their first season at Butler.
Although the record does not reflect great success, it
does indicate the outstanding talent and potential to
be found among this group of basketball players. Led
by such stand-outs as Don Huckstep. Bill Mauck, and
Doug Wininger, these young Bulldogs have a great
future in playing basketball for Butler. What they
learned this year in the way of basketball skills and
techniques can be put to tremendous use in their re-
maining years as Butler Bulldogs.
SCOREBOARD
BUTLER 81 Wabash 83
BUTLER 69 Depauw 62
BUTLER 74 Wabash 83
BUTLER 93 Ball State 102
BUTLER 70 Indiana State 78
BUTLER 71 Ball State 92
BUTLER 76 Indiana State 86
BUTLER 87 Depauw 90
Pop Hedden lakes time out to kid around with player
FIRST ROW : An Pringle. Dotif; Bunch. Jim Miller. Ken Bohman.
Jim Tucker. Bill Mauck. Don Huckstep. Denni.^ Krauss. 5£C0.VZ>
ROW : Barry Kennedy, Tom W'elhinglon. Doug Wininger, Dan
W'ojcik. Garry Hoyt, Harry Frick, Steve Harris, Steve Clark, Coach
Hedden.
Diamondsmen Finish Season Strong
FIRST ROW: Dick Dullaghan, Stan Koby, Dave Enright. Larry
Shade. Ron Jones, Jim Fletcher. SECOND ROW: Scott Wallace,
Tom Rente, Andy Carr, Joe Kertis, Ron Iwema, Frank Clouser,
Steve Martinez. THIRD ROW: Coach Tony Hinkle, Ron Captain,
Dave Parker, Carry Donna, Dave Craujord, Ron Adams. Men
Prophet.
The 1964 baseball team finished the season very
strong after early-season losses to Big-Ten op-
ponents. Having to depend mostly upon underclass-
men, the Blue Sox had a rather bad start for the
season. W ith the steady pitching of Ron Iwema,
Andy Carr. and Joe Kertis. a competent defense by
Stan Koby. Tom Renie. and Scott Wallace, and the
timely hitting of Dave Enright. Garry Donna, and
Larry Shade, the Bulldogs finished in the upper
division of the final ICC standing. Because the
baseball team will lose only four seniors. Hinkle's
diamondsmen should have a successful 1965 season.
Dave Enright stands by the plate ready to smash a home run.
Thinlies Place High in Conference Meet
FIRST ROir : Ron Volpatli. Terry Rudy. Tim Renii; Bob U right,
Frank Kruuae, Ifally Bucklew, Ron Althardt. SECOND ROW :
Randy Turk. Manager, Bill U right, Jim Kutschke, Dan Reinhard,
Bill Remmo, Jim Petty, Coach Walker.
PailiL-iijatiiig in liack mtaiis keeping in excellent
physical condition.
The 1964 Butler track squad was paced by Tim
Renie, a Tipton senior, who set school records in the
330-yard intermediate hurdles and the 440-yard dash.
Seniors Dan Reinhard and Ron Althardt were con-
sistent winners in the high jump and high hurdles, re-
spectively; sophomore Bill Wright almost eclipsed the
Butler pole vault record. Finishing the season, Butler
placed fifth in the ICC. Outstanding award winner
was Tim Renie, who became the second person in But-
ler history to win the Andy Williams Award for mental
attitude and the Scott Ham Award for track e.xcellence.
Trackman \\ ally Bucklew shows deleimination as he keeps the lead.
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Linksmen Journey to NCAA Finals
FIRST noil : R,m Qiugg. Lee Evans. Tom Jones. .SECO\D KOIf : Coach
Hauss, Dare VunBniaene, Randy Foxworlhy. Ed Ferguson.
Tom Jones instnuts Randy Foxworthy in -winging technique.
Paced by four returning lettermen. Coach Jim Hauss'
1964 Butler golf team captured the ICC championship
for the second consecutive year. Lee Evans finished up
4-under-par 67 to become an ICC medalist for the
second straight year; Evans was followed closely by
Tom Jones. A winning season enabled the Butler links-
men to advance to the NC.\A finals in Springfield,
Missouri. With four returning starters, the 1965 golf
team should have its nucleus for another championship.
Tennis Team Does Commendable Job
Len Bochicchio piepai'es to ifceive a serve. Don Tliompson concentrates on returning a slam.
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Competitive Spirit Enhances Intramurals
Through skillful playing, the Schwitzer Hall volleyball team can proudly claim the
1965 volleyball championship.
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Carol Turbeville won the archery trophy for Pi
Phi.
Table tennis doubles tronhv soes to Dixie Trittschuh and Joan Rasmussen.
Alpha Chi Karen Averitt holds the paddle with which she won the table tennis
singles.
Bowling tournament was won by the Schwitzer Hall team.
Joan Rasniussen and Kathy Carr pose for victory photo
after winning the women's badminton finals.
Kappa Dale Six cops golf trophy.
The kickball championship was captured by the undefeated Thet.i tea
Intramurals Provide Healthy Recreation
Delta Tau Delta defeats all for volleyball title. Phi Delta Tlieta men are undefeated softball champs
ft Sigma Chi tankers win swimming crown.
Delta Tail Delia take? footliall iliaTiijiion-lii]i.
Delta Tau Delta win- IM All-Sport- Tro|iliy.
Lambda Chls capture cross country championship.
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Lambda Chis capture cross country championship.
Doug Shepherd is the table
tennis singles champion.
Sigma Chis Beck and Jozsi won
the badminton doubles title.
Badminton singles \sinners are
Dave Patterson and Steve Carroll.
The table tennis doubles champs
are Sigma Chis Jozsi and Burgner.
Denny Landsman vies for tlie bowling trophy.
nllllll«
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Academics
Academics has traditionally been defined as "those
fields of study pertaining to the classical, mathematical,
and general literary departments of a college or uni-
versity, as distinguished from the professional and sci-
entific departments." But here "academics" series to
introduce the several schools of study on the campus of
or affiliated with Butler: Jordan Hall, Lilly Hall, and
Pharmacy.
uiniiiiiiittI
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President Alexander E. Jones and the Board of Trustees
strive together to co-ordinate all university activities and
functions. President Jones received his Bachelor of Arts De-
gree from DePauw University in 1942; he was awarded
his Master of Arts Degree and his Doctor of Philosophy
Degree from the University of Minnesota in 1949 and in
1950 respectively. President Jones and his family reside on
the campus which gives the '"first family" of Butler an op-
portunity which they welcome—to become a more integral
part of university life.
President Alexander E. Jones pauses during a busy schedule.
The President ini-els ivitli the Board of Trustees.
I>r. Iiolir-rt v. Sullivan, Asfsociate
Secretary of the Commi.H*ion on
Colleges and l.nivcrhities of the
IS'orth Central Assof.-iation, in
Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs at Butler. 1)t. Sullivan ha«
the responsihiiity of carrying out
the academic program of the Uni-
versity under the supervision of
the University Fr(-sident. As As-
sociate Secretary of the Commis-
sion on Colleges and Lnivergili<-s
of the North Central Association,
Dr. Sullivan has the general re-
sponsibility for the accrediting,
consulting, and training activities
of the Commission in the 19-state
area. »Dr. Sullivan received Loth
his Bachelor of Arts Degree and
his Master of Arts Degree from -St.
Bonaventure University, where he
continued as a Professor of Philos-
ophy and fJi rector of Student Ac-
tivities. In 1962, Dr. Sullivan was
awarded his Doctor of Philosophy
Degree from the University of
Chicago. Dr. Sullivan, his wife
Florence, and his son Uarry reside
at 505 West Hampton Drive.
Dr. Sullivan is Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Mr. John G. Johnson is Vice
President for Financial Develop-
ment at Butler. Mr. Johnson sen'ed
in the United States Army between
1943 and 1946 at which time he
was awarded the Air Medal, the
European Service Medal, and a
battle commission. Following his
service in the Army, Mr. Johnson
was graduated from Carnegie In-
stitute of Technology in Pittsburgh
with a Bachelor in Science Degree
in management engineering. In
1958, he became Executive Secre-
tary of Carnegie Tech's Alumni
Federation, assuming full pro-
fessional responsibility for Car-
negie's then 22,000 alumni. As
Associate Director of the American
Alumni Council in Washington,
D.C., Mr. Johnson serves a na-
tional education organization
specializing in services in the
fields of alumni relations and edu-
cational fund raising. Mr. Johnson
and his wife Jane reside at 526
Blue Ridge Road with their two
children, Lynn and Scott.
Vice President Johnson is in charge of finance.
Herbert F. Schworaeyer, Dean of Men
Mrs. Grace Heerastra, Assistant Dean of Men
Mrs. Elizabeth Durflinger, Dean of Women
Mrs. Peggy Marlowe, Assistant Dean of Women
Mr. Raymond Gladden is the
university Bursar.
Registrar, Bursar Direct Classes, Finance
Mr. Raymond Gladden has served as Bursar for fifteen
years at Butler Lniversity after coming from the Army
Finance Department. As the university Bursar, Mr.
Gladden has the responsibility of handling all campus
financial matters from the university salaries to students'
returned checks. Mr. Gladden attended Butler where he
received his Bachelor of Science Degree.
Mr. Raymond E. Cawthorne is the newly-appointed
Registrar. After three years with the Cleveland Public
Schools system, he was appointed Registrar at \^ heeling
College in W est Virginia in 1954. In 1959 he accepted a
similar position at John Carroll Lniversity. A native of
West Virginia. Mr. Cawthorne served as a personnel
officer in the Army Air Force during World War II. Mr.
Cawthorne received his Bachelor of Arts Degree in his-
tory from John Carroll L niversitv in 194S. and his
Master of Arts Degree from \^ estern Reserve Universitv
in 1951.
Mr. Raymond Cawthorne is the newly-appointed Registrar.
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College Directors Guide Students
Dean David Silver
Liberal Arts College
Dean J. K. Ehlert
College of Music
Dr. Paul Stew-art
University College
Dean David R. Roberts
College of Business
Dean Karl Kaufman
College of Pharmacy
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Dr. Chiisto Mocas
Director of Evening Division
Dr. Glide Aldrich
Director of Graduate School
mr^-m
^^r ^\
Mr. Ghris Theofanis
Director of Public Relations
Mr. Gene CliPnoweth
Director of Admissions
Rtr. Hal W ilkins and Mr. Pick Cohron
Director and Assistant Alumni Director
S3
English, Speech Teach Self Expression
h^h
Gary B. Graham
Professor of English; Dept. Head. A.B.,
Muskingum Gollege; M.A., University of
Michigan; Ph.D., Ohio State University.
Victor Earl Amend
Associate Professor of English. A.B., M.A.,
University of Kansas; Ph.D., University of
Michigan.
Howard George Baetzhold
Associate Professor of English. A.B., M.A.,
Brown University; Ph.D., University of
Wisconsin.
Werner William Beyer
Professor of English. A.B., M.A., Ph.D.,
Columbia University.
Donald Billiar
Instructor of English. B.A., Doane Col-
lege; M.A., Universtiy of Nebraska; Ph.D.,
University of Michigan.
Richard A. Cassell
Associate Professor of English. B.A., M.A.,
Ph.D., University of Chicago.
Joseph Dunlap
Instructor of English. A.B., Georgetown
University; M.A., University of Pennsyl-
vania.
Nancy Moore
Assistant Professor of English. A.B., M.A.,
Butler University.
Lewis Rosenthal
Instructor of English. A.B., Colgate Uni-
versity; M.A., Auburn University.
Paul Robert Stewart
Associate Professor of English. A.B., M.A.,
University of Nebraska; Ph.D., University
of Illinois.
Richard Francis Maher
Assistant Professor of Speech. A.B., Mich-
igan State University; M.A., Wayne Uni-
versity.
James W. Gibson
Assistant Professor of Speech. B.A., Otter-
bein College; M.A., Ohio State University.
Engli>h students listen attentively to their professor.
Foreign Languages Provide Cultural Studies
Toni Sue Ax
Instructor of Spanish. B.A., Butler; M.A.,
Harvard University.
Clyde L. Clark
Assistant Professor of Modern Foreign
Language. B.A., M.A., University of Iowa.
Irving Fine
Instructor of Modern Foreign Languages.
B.A., M.A., New York U.
Lorraine M. Gustafson
Assistant Professor of German. A.B., M.A.,
University of Chicago; Ph.D., Columbia
University.
Vergil E. Hiatt
Professor of Classical Languages and Ar-
cheology; Dept. Head. A.B., M.A., Indiana
University; Ph.D., University of Chicago.
Florence Phariss
Instructor of French. A.B., Oklahoma
Baptist University; M.A., Oklahoma Uni-
versity.
John V. Pihlak
Lecturer in Russian and German. B.S.,
University of Tallinn, Estonia; LL.D., Uni-
versity of Tartu.
Mr. Pihlak instructs one of his classes in modern
Russian.
Social Studies Promotes Citizenship
George O. Comfort
Prof, of Political Science. A.B., Wci^tern
Michifian: M.A., U. of Michigan; Ph.D.,
U. of Kentucky.
Samuel W. Downing
Lecturer of History. B.A., Yale; LL.B.,
Indiana U.; M.A., Butler U.
Milton -L. Farber, Jr.
Ass't. Prof, of History. B.A., Miami U.;
M.A., Ph.D., Ohio State.
George Hoffman
Ass't. Prof, of History. B.A., Swarthmore;
M.A.. Ph.D.. U. of Chicago.
Jonathon G. Rossie
Instr. of History. B.A., Harpur College;
M.A., U. of Wisconsin.
Theodore K. Shane
Ass't. Prof, of History. A.B., Ball State;
M.A., Ph.D., Indiana U.
David M. Silver
Prof, of History. A.B., Butler U.; M.A.,
Ph.D., U. of Illinois.
Emma Lou Thornbrough
Prof, of Historv. A.B.. M.A., Butler U.:
Ph.D., U. of Michigan.
George MacGregor Waller
Prof, of History and Political Science;
Dept. Head. A.B., Amherst College; M.A.,
Ph.D., Columbia.
Genevieve DeHoyos
Prof, of Sociology. B.A., Brigham Young
U.: M.A., Michigan State: Ph.D., Indiana
U.
William Culbertson Martin
Ass't. ProL of Sociology. B.A., M.A., Van-
derbilt U.
James Hedley Peeling
ProL of Sociology; Dept. Head. A.B.,
M.A., Gettysburg College. Ph.D., U. of
Chicago.
Dr. Peeling discusses test papers in a sociology class.
Psychology, Philosophy, and Religion
Gordon H. Claik
ProfesBor of I'liilo^ofihy; Dftpartmrmt
Head. A.B., Ph.D., University of Pennsyl-
vania.
Edgar L. Yeaner
Assistant Professor of Psychology. A.B.,
M.A., Indiana University.
Child psychology is more interesting with live models.
Instructive maps clarify Dr. Reisinger's lectures in religion.
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Science and Math Discipline the Mind
W illiam Higgins Bessey
Prof, of Physics; Dept. Head. A.B., M.S.,
Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin.
Ralpli K. Birdwhistell
Prof, of Chemistry. B.Sc, Ohio State U.;
Ph.D., U. of Kansas.
Richard Boohar
Instructor of Zoology. A.B., Drew U.;
M.A., U. of Wisconsin.
Arnold Gussin
Ass't. Professor of Zoology. B.S., M.S.,
Tulane: Ph.D., Brown U.
May Schaefer Iske
Ass't. Prof, of Zoology. A.B., M.A., But-
ler U.
Sidney Kilsheimer
Ass't. Prof, of Chemistry. B.S., Wagoner
College: M.S.. N. Carolina State College;
Ph.D., Purdue U.
Murrill Lowry
Asso. Prof, of Zoology. B.S., Pembroke
State College; Ph.D., Indiana U.
Paul Reed Quinney
Asso. Prof, of Chemistry. B.S., M.S., U.
of New Hampshire; Ph.D., Iowa State Col-
lege.
Keith M. Seymour
Prof, of Chemistry; Dept. Head. B.S.,
M.S., Ph.D., U. of Washington.
Richard Lee Barlow
Ass't. Prof, of Math. B.S., M.A., Kansas
State U.
Robert Conn
Asso. Prof, of Math. B.S., M.S., Purdue U.
Kathryn Felger
Instr. of Math. B.S., M.A., Ball State
Teachers College.
Frederic August Graf
Instr. of Math. B.S., United States Naval
Academy; M.S., U. of California; M.S.,
Purdue U.
Justin L. Wickens
Instr. of Math. B.S.. United States Naval
Academy; M.S., Purdue U.
Microscopes reveal secrets in science labs.
Students Train for Future in Pharmacy
Dale W. Doerr
Associate Professor of I'liarrnacy Admin-
istration. B.S., Drake U.; M.S., U. of
Illinois; Ph.D., Purdue U.
Arthur A. Harwood
Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry.
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin.
Karl L. Kaufman
Professor of Pharmacy; Dean of the Col-
lege of Pharmacy. B.S., Ohio State;
Ph.D., Purdue U.
Nathan Lindley Michener
Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry.
A.B., U. of Nebraska; M.A., Ohio State.
Edward J. Rowe
Professor of Pharmacy; Dept. Head. B.S.,
Ph.D., U. of Wisconsin.
Melvin H. Weinswig
Assistant Professor of Pharmaceutical
Chemistry. B.S., M.S., Massachusetts Col-
lege of Pharmacy; Ph.D., U. of Illinois.
Pharmacy students learn through practical application.
Physical Education Encourages Fitness
James S. Hauss
Assistant Professor of Physical Education.
B.S., M.S., Butler University.
Frank Hedden
Instructor of Physical Education. B.S.,
Butler University.
\\ illiam Sylvester
Instructor of Physical Education. B.S.,
M.S.. Butler University.
Galvin Leroy Vi alker
Associate Professor of Physical Education.
A.B., Dakota \^'esleyan University: M.A.,
Ohio State University; P.E. Dir., Indiana
University.
Vi'omen's physical education classes offer numerous opportunities **.. '*'
from beginning to advanced skills in various sports. *i.-i " ' '*-
"^
Collegiates Study the Business World
William Dawn
Assistant Professor of Marketina. B.S.Ch.E.,
M.B.A., U. of \^isconsin.
Clarence Efroynison
Professor of Economies. A.B.. Hanard:
Ph.D.. University of Vienna: B.H.L., He-
brew Union College.
Arthur Northrop
Assistant Professor of Economics. A.B..
M.B..\.. Harvard: LL.B.. University of
Michigan.
Harriet Louise Paddock
Assistant Professor of Secretarial Science.
A.B.. Indiana State Teachers College;
Ed.M.. Harvard.
David R. Roberts
Professor of Economics: Dean of the Col-
lege of Business Administration. B.S..
Boston U.: A.M.. Ph.D.. Harvard.
W illiam J. Shors
Professor of Accounting. B.S.. Coe Col-
lege: M.B.A.. Northwestern: C.P.A.. In-
diana University.
G. Fred Vieber
Associate Profe-sor of Accounting. B.S..
Missouri Slate Teachers College; M.A.. L.
of Iowa; C.P.A.. Montana.
Teachers of Tomorrow Prepare Today
Georgia Baker
Assistant Professor of Education. B.S.,
M.S.. Butler University.
Jolin Wesley Best
Professor of Education. A.B., Lawrence
College; M.A., Ph.D., University of Viis-
consin.
Helene S. Burkhart
Associate Professor of Education. A.B.,
M.A., Butler University.
Hendrik C. deBruin
Assistant Professor of Education. A.B.,
Montclair State Teacher's College; M.A.,
Ph.D., University of Arizona.
Roger W. Coulson
Associate Professor of Education; Coordi-
nator of Special Education. A.B., M.A.,
Ph.D.. State University of Iowa.
William L. Howard
Professor of Education; Director of Teach-
er Certification and Placement. B.S., M.S.,
Purdue University; Ed.D., Indiana Uni-
versity.
Henriette Kaplan
Assistant Professor of Education. B.S.,
Austin Peay State College; M.S., Univer-
sity of Delaware.
Duaine C. Lang
Associate Professor of Education: Coor-
dinator of Audio-Visual Services. B.S.,
M.Ed.. University of Nebraska.
Joseph M. Nygaard
Associate Professor of Education; Coordi-
nator of Graduate Work. A.B., M.S.,
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.
James L. Rooker
Assistant Professor of Education.
M.Ed.. University of Illinois.
Stuart L. Silvers
Assistant Professor of Education.
Indiana State College; M.S.. Butle
Ed.D., Colorado State.
James D. Thomas, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Education.
M.S., Ph.D., Purdue University.
B.S.,
B.S.,
U.;
Lectures become practical lessons in human behavior.
ROTC Trains Military Personnel
Filbert E. Aibogast, Lt. Col., USAF
Professor of Air Science. B.Eci., M..S.,
Jackson College (Hawaii).
HurlhiU E. Bonney, Captain, U.SAF
Assistant Professor of Air Science. A.B.,-
Asljiiry College.
Wayne Nast, Captain, USAF
Assistant Professor of Air Science. B.S.,
Southern Illinois University.
"Top Brass" view the Air Angel presentation.
Tiie ROTC Color Guard adds distinction and a sense of discipline to
formal university functions.
Jordan College Furthers Lively Arts
John K. Colbert
Associate Professor of Music Education;
Director of Symphonic Band. B.S., Uni-
versity of Cincinnati; M.A., Ed.D., Colum-
bia University.
Martha Cornick
Associate Professor of Dance. B.S., In-
diana State Teachers College: M.A., Ph.D.,
New York University.
Robert .Arthur Elson
.Assistant Professor of \'oice; Director,
Men's Glee Club.
John E. Gates
Assistant Professor of Piano and History
and Literature. B.M.. M.M., Butler Uni-
versity: D.M..\., Florida State University.
Charles A. Henzie
Director of the University Marching
Band; Professor of Music. B.M., Butler
University; M.M.. Arthur Jordan Con,serva-
tory; Ed.D., Indiana.
Dorothy Horn
Professor of Theory; Dept. Head. B.M.,
Bethany College; M.M.. American Conser-
vatory of Music: M.M., Ph.D., Eastman
School of Music.
Harold E. Johnson
Associate Professor of Music; Music
Literature and History Dept. Head. B.A.,
M.A., Cornell University: Docteur de
I'universite de Paris.
Lucile Jones
Assistant Professor of A'oice and Music
Education. M.B., Oberlin Conservatory
of Music; M.Ed., Pennsylvania State Col-
lege.
Fred Koehrn
Assistant Professor of Music. A.B., In-
diana Central College: B.M., Jordan Col-
lege of Music; M.M., Butler.
Ernest Lloyd
Instructor in Violoncello.
Harry Michaels
Instructor in French Horn.
James Mulholland
Instructor in Voice; Director of Univer-
sity Choirs. B.M., M.M., Louisiana State
University.
Richard Osborne
Instructor in Theory. B.S., Wittenberg
University: M..A., Ohio State University.
James Phillip|)e
Associate Professor of Drama. A.B., In-
diana University; M.A., Cornell.
Constantine Poulimas
Instructor of String Instruments. B.S.,
Ithaca College; M.M., Butler University.
.Arthur Roberts
Instructor in Radio. A.B., University of
South Carolina.
Ascher Tenipin
Instructor in Viola. B.M., Northwestern.
Michael Semanitzky
A^^ociale Professor of Music: Conductor
of the University Orchestras. B.M.. M.M.,
Yale; Ed.D., Columbia University.
Musical Sounds Provide Variations
Trombonists contribute to exhilarating music of the band.
The drum major marches into half-time formation.
Micliael Semanitzky conducts an informal rehearsal of llie altentive university orchestra niemlier
Students, Professionals Must Practice
A daiue major observes the Russian company.
Kiio\'s in>lnutor coiidurt,- a special class for Jordan dancers
E\en jjrofessionals require warm-up sessions.
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Dancers pause during rehearsal to discuss routines.
Practice makes this arabesque position graceful.
Jordan dancers perform in a Butler production.
Fluid movements end in a dramatic pose.
Drama Produces Thoughts as Realities
The drama department's "AH the Way Home" included members of the younger generation.
Two students enact a dramatic scene from "Medea.'
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Seniors . . .
Higher the Climb
Broader the View
ABBOTT, ALICE—Indianapolis, Indiana
ADAMS, BONNIE—Fort Wayne, Indiana
English: Spurs: AWS, secretary; Student Council, vice-
president: VW'CA: Young Republicans; WRA; Coun-
selor SRH.
ADAMS. ROBERT—Lafayette, Indiana
Physical Education; Sigma Chi; Football.
AKERS. MARY ALYNE—Indianapolis, Indiana
Spanish and English; Spurs; WRA; AWS; Young
Republicans; SNEA.
ALDRIN, MARGARET ELIN—Gary. Indiana
Business Administration; WRA; AWS; Young Republi-
cans; SNEA.
ALENDUFF, MARTIN ARCH—Brownsburg, Indiana
Physical Education; Football.
ALLHANDS, CAROLYN JANE—New Richmond, Indiana
Drama: Pi Beta Phi; Drama Productions.
ALLISON, MARY JANE—Greensburg, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
ALSPACH, PHYLLIS BROX^'N—Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Delta Delta Delta: AWS; WRA; YWCA;
SNEA; Mortar Board.
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ALTHARDT RONALD L—Indianapolis, Indiana
Chemistry; Mathematics Honorary; Track; American
Chemical Society.
ANDRY, KATHRYN 0.—Westfield, Indiana
Home Economics: Alpha Chi Omega, vice-president;
AWS, advisory board and cabinet; Wehvyn Club, secre-
tary and treasurer; Young Republicans; W RA, advisory
board; SNEA.
ANWEILER, PHILLIP T. JR.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Economics; ROTC Drill Team; SAM.
ARMSTRONG, GREGORY—Richmond, Indiana
ARMSTRONG, JERRY—Springfield, Ohio
Psychology and Sociology; Lambda Chi Alpha, IFC
representative, scholarship thairman, pledge trainer; Kap-
pa Kappa Psi; Utes; Marching Band, Drum Major.
AUGUSTERFER, JANE CHRISTINE—Indianapolis,
Indiana
Spanish; Alpha Chi Omega, librarian; LYRE editor,
historian; AWS; WRA; YWCA, council; Young Demo-
crats.
BALASA, CAROLYN SUE—Granger, Indiana
English; SRH, judiciary board, house council.
BARR, JAMES DAVID—Indianapolis, Indiana
Accounting; Lambda Chi Alpha, rush chairman, trea-
surer; Utes; Young Republicans; SAM; Accounting
Society.
BAUMGARTLE, ALLEN—Lanesville, Indiana
Physical Education; RRH, council; BISA; Freshman
Football; Track.
BAYT, ROBERT L.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Journalism; Phi Kappa Theta.
BECK, ARTHUR F.—Beech Grove, Indiana
Accounting; Phi Kappa Theta, treasurer; Accounting
Society; B-Mens Club; Football; SAM; Blue Key;
Senior Class vice-president.
BECKLEY, BARBARA ANN—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, vice-presi-
dent; YWCA; WRA; Symphonic Band.
BELL, MARY CAROLYN—Watseka, Illinois
BEREMAN, ROBERT D.—Lawrence, Indiana
Chemistry; Phi Eta Sigma; Sphinx; Blue Key; YMCA;
Bisa; American Chemical Society; ROTC Drill Team;
Sophomore Class vice-president; Junior Class president.
BETTIS, SUSAN ANN—Indianapolis, Indiana
English; Kappa Alpha Theta; MSS; WRA; AWS;
YWCA, cabinet; Religious Council.
BJORNBERG, CHERYL JEAN—Wilrnar, Minnesota
BLUM, JAMES ARNOLD—Indianapolis, Indiana
BOCHICCHIO, LEONARD P.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Pre-Law; Lambda (^hi Alplia; Tennis Team.
BOJRAB, YVONNE MARIE
BOWMAN, JANE BROCK—Indianapolis, Indiana
Biology; WRA; AWS; MSM; YWCA; NEA; Inter-
collegiate Debate.
BOWSHER, ROBERTA—Indianapolis, Indiana
English; Pi Beta Phi, corresponding secretary, Spring
Sing and Geneva Stunts chairman; Spurs; Chimes;
Student Council; Religious Council; DRIFT Staff;
Young Republicans; SEA; WRA.
BREHOB, WILFRED—Indianapolis, Indiana
BRUDER, BARBARA—Indianapolis, Indiana
Home Economics; Pi Beta Phi, corresponding secretary;
Spurs; Chimes; AWS; WRA; YWCA; Blue Book Staff;
Y'oung Democrats; Newman Club; Welwyn Club, presi-
dent.
BUKOWSKI, CONRAD R.—Gary, Indiana
Psychology.
BUNCH, JAMES—Attica, Indiana
Business Administration; Tau Kappa Epsilon, secretary
and president; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; SAM; Young
Democrats.
BUNCH, SARAH ANN—Indianapolis, Indiana
BURROWS, WILLIAM E.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Blue Key; Sphinx; Utes; Kappa Mu Ep-
silon; Arnold Air Society; ROTC Drill Team; Student
Council; Young Republicans; YWCA.
BUSHNELL, NANCY—Western Springs, Elinois
Elementary Education: Kappa Kappa Gamma, recording
secretary; AWS; WRA; SEA; YWCA; Newman Club,
vice-president.
BUTCHER, GARY KENT—Mooresville, Indiana
Physical Education; Utes; Sphinx; Blue Key; Basket-
ball Manager; MSS; SEA; B-Men's Club; RRH council.
BUTZ, RITA JO—Anderson, Indiana
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, treasurer; Spurs;
Chimes; Mortar Board; Sigma Tau Delta; Blue Book
Editor; Young Democrats; YWCA; AWS; WRA; SNEA.
CAMPBELL. JANET ELAIN—Tipton, Indiana
Physical Education: Delta Psi Kappa: Penim Club;
\*i RA: Young Republicans: SRH, council, treasurer,
counselor.
CAPTAIN. RON G.—Tipton. Indiana
Physical Education: Utes: Football: Baseball: Pcmm
Club: B-Men's Club: Phi Delta Theta, treasurer.
CARBONE, DEAN M.—Hartford City, Indiana
Secondary Education; Sigma Chi, treasurer; Utes; Foot-
ball.
CARMICHAEL, DOROTHY ELAINE—San Antonio, Texas
Psychology: \^'R.\. sports council: BISA. secretary;
\\\C.\: Ichthus Club, secretary and president.
CARTER. DANA JEANE—Springfield, Ohio
Dance: Delta Gamma, social chairman: YWCA, cabinet,
Geneva Stunts chairman: AWS; W'RA; Young Republi-
CARTER, ELIZABETH GARBERT—Indianapolis
Music Education: Mu Phi Epsilon.
Indiana
CARTER. VICTORIA ANN—Indianapolis. Indiana
Elementary Education: Alpha Chi Omega, publicity,
LYRE editor: A'WS; WRA: YWCA, council; Young
Republicans: SNE.A.
*CAUSEY. CAROL SUE—Indianapolis. Indiana
Chemistry: Pi Beta Phi. scholarship chairman: ."Mpha
Lambda Delta: Kappa Mu Epsilon: Chimes: Mortar
Board: American Chemical Society: DRIFT Staff;
YWC.\, council and cabinet: WRA: A^ S.
CEDARS. MARTHA—Kokomo. Indiana
Pharmacy; Marching Band; American Pharmacy Asso-
ciation.
CHAN, ELIM—Indianapolis. Indiana
CHRISTOPHER. SANDRA MAE—Springfield, Ohio
Dance: Alpha Chi Omega, social chairman: Half-Time
Honeys, captain: Tau Beta Sigma, secretary; Home-
coming Princess.
CLANCY. REGINA—Brentwood. New York
Dance: Y\'i'CA; Newman Club; Welwyn Club.
CLARE. JAN—Evanslon, Illinois
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi.
CLISE. KENT—Indianapolis, Indiana
History and Political Science; Young Republican.
CLOUSER. FRANK ED\\ IN—Colfax, Indiana
Physical Education.
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COU.INGS, KAY E.—Michigan fJily, Indiana
Phyt-iral Eduf.alion: Uirha ?,! Kappa; WRA, advisory
board; Pernrn Club; SRH, hou<!« counciL
COX, CRKTCHKN MARY-Oiicago, IllinoW
Hiolory and Colitical Science; AWS; Y%CA; Young
Democralo,
CRANE, CAROLYN SUE—Indiana(*Ii«, Indiana
Muhic P^du'-ation; Mu Phi Ep«ilon; Orcheotra; Women'*
Choir.
CROSS. CAROLYN—Bloomfield. Indiana
.Secondary Education; Alpha Chi Omega; .AWS; UR.A;
Young Republi'an-: Sigma Nu .Sweetheart.
CUSSEN, BARBARA—Plymouth, Indiana
Pharmacy; Lambda Kappa Sigma; WRA; YWCA;
ROTC Air Angel Court; Homecoming Queen.
DADD, MIDGE-Bay Village, Ohio
Pharmacy; .Alpha Chi Omega.
DAVIS, LARRY E.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Psychology; Arnold Air Society; Lambda Chi Alpha,
house manager.
*DAVIS, LARRY L.—Crawfords^-ille, Indiana
Psychology; Phi Delta Thela. social chairman; Utes:
Sphinx; Young Republicans; YVi'CA, pre>ident; Psychol-
ogy Club.
DAVIS. THARRELL—Indianapolis, Indiana
Zoology.
DEARDORFF. SUSAN—Mishawaka. Indiana
Drama; Y^RCA; \\R-\; COLLEGIAN Staff; Y'oung
Republicans.
DEBOY. SUZANNE—Brookston. Indiana
Physical Education; Delta Gamma, social chairman and
recording secretary: WRA. advisory board; Y\S'C.\;
Pemm Club: AWS: SE.A; Youna Repubbcans, president;
DRIFT Staff.
DECIUS, JERRY—Macy, Indiana
Finance; Phi Delta Theta.
DEE. MERRILY—Indianapolis, Indiana
Education: Pi Beta Phi.
DOW NHAM. ROBERT H.—Brownsburg, Indiana
Physical Education: FootbalL
DUCKWALL. MARY ELIZABETH—Nappanee. Indiana
Education: Pi Beta Phi: Sisma Chi Sweetheart.
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DUNN. JERRY—Indianapolis, Indiana
DURBIN. RUSSELL—Greenfield. Indiana
English.
DYE. JOANNA—Crawfordsville, Indiana
Speech; Kappa .-Mpha Theta. president, social chair-
man, house council: A\SS: \^RA: YWC.'\: SEA, ethics
chairman and social chairman; DRIFT Staff; Panhel-
lenic Council.
DYER, JULIA THUXTUN
EDGE, C. EDWARD—Clarksville. Tennessee
Pharmacy; Kappa Sigma, president, vice-president, pledge
trainer, social chairman; Freshman Class vice-president;
Utes. [jresident: IFC. president and vice-president; Kappa
Psi; American Pharmacy Association; Y'MCA.
EHRLICH. STEVEN—Indianapolis, Indiana
History and Political Science; Arnold Air Society;
AFROTC: Young Democrats; YMCA.
ELLIS, JAMES EDWARD—Carthage, Indiana
Music Education: Phi Delta Theta, chorister; Y'MCA;
Young Republicans: Kappa Kappa Psi, president, vice-
president, pledge trainer; Phi Mu Alpha.
ESSIG, ALLEN G.—Arcadia, Indiana
English: RRH, council secretary; Sigma Tau Delta,
president; Blue Key; Sphinx; Utes; YMCA; Young
Democrats.
EVERLING, CLARK—Indianapolis, Indiana
History; Young Democrats; EISA; YMCA.
EWTNG, CALVIN—Speedway, Indiana
History and Political Science; Kappa Sigma, guard;
Blue Key.
FAVET, JOYCE—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education: SRH, house council, chaplain,
summer counselor; Marching Band; Tau Beta Sigma.
FIANT, EDWIN R.—Connersville, Indiana
FINCHUM, ROBERT—Plainfield, Indiana
FLESCH. JEANNE MARIE—Indianapolis, Indiana
Management; Kappa Kappa Gamma, treasurer, pledge
trainer, marshal; Y\^CA; AW S, cabinet; Vi RA, trea-
surer, recording secretary; SAM secretary.
FLETCHER, JAMES W.—Mitchell, Indiana
Physical Education: Kappa Kappa Psi, secretary and
treasurer; Baseball; Marching Band.
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ILKTCHKR, NANCY ALIVK— l.rbanon, In-Jiana
Music Kducaliiin: D.-lla Delia iJclla, iiT.,i<iin(! sccrc-
taiy: Mii I'lii K|i>il.jn. cliaplain; WoinrnV Choir; YWCA;
AWS; IMKA: W KA.
FORSYTIIK. KICHAKD T.—Kokomo, Indiana
Krononiiis: Delta Tail Delia, soeial chairman; YMCA;
Young Re|iul)licans; SAM.
FRAZIKR, JOHN P.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Accounting: Phi Eta Sigma; Student Council; Account-
ing Society; SAM; MSS.
FRENCH, SARAH^Indianapolis, Indiana
FRY, MARY J.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Biology; YWCA; AWS; SNEA; MSM.
GABLE. DIANf:—Deerfield, Illinois
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi, president, activities
chairman, house manager; SNEA; AWS, president;
Cheerleader; WRA: Y'WCA; Panhellenic Council;
Young Republicans; Sweetheart of Phi Delta Theta.
GAMMELGARD, PETE—Palatine, Illinois
Business Administration; Sigma Chi, social chairman,
rituals chairman; Young Republicans; ROTC.
GARBUTT. JILL—Montgomery, Ohio
Dance; Delta Gamma, vice-president, corresponding sec-
retary, executive board, standards board chairman; Stu-
dent Council; Jordon Ballet; Homecoming Court; AWS;
WRA; Y'WCA; Young Republicans; Cheerleader; Opera-
tion Outstanding.
GELOW, SALLY—Fort Wayne, Indiana
Sociology and Religion: Delta Gamma, historian: DRIFT
Staff; .Spurs; MSM; AWS; YWCA; WRA; Religious
Council; Young Republicans; Icthus, vice-president;
Geneva Stunts, program chairman.
GENDERS, DAVID M.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; YMCA; Alpha Phi Omega, sec-
retary-treasurer, vice-president; Young Republicans;
DRIFT Staff: SEA.
GLADISH. CAMILLE—Oakland City, Indiana
Art Education: SNEA; BISA.
*GLAZIER, JACK—Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociology: Young Democrats: College Bowl Team; Hu-
man Relations Council, president.
*GORFAIN, PHYLLIS—Milwaukee, Wisconsin
English: Alpha Lambda Delta; Sigma Tau Delta; Mor-
tar Board; Phi Kappa Phi; Outstanding Freshman
Woman: Senior Scholar: College Bowl Team: Y'oung
Democrats, president: Student Council; Human Rela-
tions, secretary-treasurer.
GRANZINE, JACKIE—Western Springs. Illinois
FMenientary Education; Y'oung Republicans; SNEA;
YWCA.
GREENE, CARLTON C—Indianapolis, Indiana
Football; B-Men"s Club, treasurer.
GRIMES, JERRY EILEEN—Carrael, Indiana
Elementary Education: SEA.
GRIMM, JOHN E.—Jeffersonville, Indiana
GROOME, JAMES M.—Flushing, New York
History and Political Science; Sigma Chi.
GROVES, BILLYE M.—Hartford City, Indiana
Chemistry and Zoology: Kappa Alpha Theta, house
manager, pledge class vice-president; Spurs; YWCA;
AVi'S: \\RA: Young Democrats; Symphonic Band;
University \\ ind Ensemble.
GRUNDERMAN, DAVE—Indianapolis, Indiana
Economics, Kappa Sigma, treasurer, pledge trainer; SAM.
GWINN, JANICE—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education: Delta Gamma, second vice-presi-
dent, president; SEA: X^'RA, advisory board; YWCA;
AWS; Young Democrats.
HAFFNER, PHILLIP W.—New Ross, Indiana
Physical Education; Kappa Sigma; YMCA.
HALTZMAN, ELAINE—Little Rock, Arkansas
Dance; Butler Ballet; Student Council.
HAMILTON, JON—Chicago, Illinois
Business; Lambda Chi Alpha, social chairman; Utes;
Young Republicans; Religious Council; YMCA.
HANLIN, MICHAEL L.—Portland, Indiana
Zoology and Chemistry; Newman Club; Young Demo-
crats.
HARBECK, SILVIA—Berlin, Germany
HARTLEY, NORLIN K.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi.
HAVENS, JOHN—Plainfield, Indiana
Botany; Sphinx; Blue Key; Young Democrats.
HEATH, PATRICIA—Indianapolis, Indiana
HECKERT, C. NOEL—Fort Harrison, Indiana
I
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HK.MjKI., l'KNKLOPi>-InrJianap<Jii>, Ii
IIK.NDKKN, MIf;JlAKI^Indiar.a(K,li,, In«Jiana
KiiKli^h ariiJ I'sychology; Kapfia Sigjiia, (fuard and
ritualist; Young Republican*; YMCA; AfKOTC Drill
Team.
HKNRY, STEPHEN—Broomall. Peniwylvania
Pharmacy; KKH, f;ounril ler.relary, counoelor; Sphinx;
Rho Chi; Blue Key; Student Council; ReJigiou« Coun-
cil; FJISA; Phi Delta Chi, vice-president; American
Pharmacy Asuociation.
HEPBURN, JOHN—Aurora, Illinois
Sociology and Psychology; Sigma Nu, hoasemother, social
chairman, rush chairman; Utes; YMCA; Young Repub-
licans; Psychology Club.
HERMAN, MICHAEL H.—Berne, Indiana
Accounting; RRH, treasurer; Blue Key, treaairer;
Sphinx, treasurer; Utes; Accounting Society, presidenL
HILL, BP:TTY J.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education: SNEA: Young Democrats; Hu-
man Relations Council; Alpha Kappa .Alpha, dean of
pledges.
HOFFMAN, ROBERT—Indianapolis, Indiana
Zoology and Chemistry; Phi Delta Chi.
HOLTZ, DANIEL D.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Business Administration: Delta Chi: Arnold Air So-
ciety, information officer; AFROTC, group executive
officer.
HOPKINS, JUDY—Flint, Michigan
Dance; Pi Beta Phi, assistant treasurer and house mana-
ger; YWCA; AWS; WRA; Young Republicans; Jordan
Ballet.
HULL, MARY PAT—Mishawaka, Indiana
Elementary Education: SRH. vice-president and house
council: Half-Time Honeys: SEA: DRIFT Staff; COL-
LEGIAN: YWCA; Tau Beta Sigma, treasurer.
HUNNER, NANCY JEAN—Portland. Oregon
Elementary Education: Delta Gamma, historian and
rush chairman: Y\S'CA; T\ RA, sports council: Young
Republicans: A\^'S.
HUNT. JAROLD M.—BoonviUe. Indiana
Pharmacy; Kappa Psi. American Pharmacy Association.
IWEMA, RON—Elkhart. Indiana
English: Kappa Sigma, public relations chairman: Bas-
ketball: Baseball.
JACKSON. TIM W.—Lebanon. Indiana
Mathematics: Sigma Chi. sergeant-at-arms, historian:
Utes; YMCA; Y"oune Democrats: Football: B-Men's
Club.
JOHNSON. BARBARA—Danville, Indiana
JOHNSON, JUDY—Huron, Ohio
English; Kappa Alpha Theta. pledge president, house
manager; ^ISS; Jr. Panhellenic; Young Democrats;
YWCA: AWS; WRA; DRIFT Staff; SEA.
JOHNSTON. DAVE—Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Pharmacy; Lambda Chi Alpha, president, secretary,
IFC; Utes: Varsity Tennis; American Pharmaceutical
Association; Student Council.
JOHNSTON, JUDITH—Dallas, Texas
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, pledge
trainer and rush chairman; SEA; Young Republicans;
WRA; AWS; YWCA; Kappa Sigma Dream Girl; Pan-
hellenic Council.
JOHNSTON, MERVIN—Greensburg, Indiana
Journalism; Tau Kappa Epsilon, president, vice-president,
historian, pledge trainer; YMCA; SAM; COLLEGIAN
Staff; Young Republicans; President's Council; Religious
Council.
JONES. THOMAS—Speedway, Indiana
Physical Education: Football; Basketball; Golf.
KANE. ALBERT—Noblesville. Indiana
*KAPUST. SYLVIA—Carmel, Indiana
P^vchologv; SRH. treasurer, recorder; Chimes;
Board; WRA; AWS; YWCA.
KEIAYAK, B. P.
KELLY, JAMES—Kokomo, Indiana
Accounting; Marching Band; Accounting Society.
KENNEDY, BEBITA CORYA—Noblesville, Indiana
Secondary Education; Alpha Chi Omega; SEA.
KILANDER, HARRY
KIM, H. S.
KING. THOMAS—Indianapolis, Indiana
History and Political Science; Kappa Sigma; Sigma
Delta Chi; COLLEGIAN Staff: Young Republicans.
KNIGHT, GLENN F.—Granite City, Illinois
Accounting; Phi Delta Theta, cha|plain; Utes; SAM;
Basketball.
KOBY. STAN—Griffith. Indiana
Physical Education: Newman House, house manager;
Baseball: B-Men's Club, secretary; Newman Club; Peram
Club.
KOCHKR, C J.—Indianapolis, Indiana
KUHN, JOYCE A.—Decalur, Indiana
Physical Education; Delta Psi Kappa; Pi.niin (Jul)
WRA.
KVVEE, AVA S. II.—Hong Kong
LACHEY, LARRY L.—Speedway, Indiana
Accounting; Sigma Nu, treasurer, vice-president; Utes;
Sphinx; Blue Key; Track; B-Men's Club; Cross Coun-
try; Young Republicans; YMCA.
*LAMAR, DIANE—Louisville, Kentucky
English and Psychology; Kappa Alpha Theta, scholar-
ship chairman, recording secretary; Sigma Tau Delta,
secretary; Theta Sigma Phi, treasurer; Young Republi-
cans, vice-president, secretary, editor; Alpha Lambda
Delta; Spurs; Chimes; Mortar Board; Phi Kappa Phi;
Debate Team; DRIFT, section editor; MSS; AWS;
YWCA; WRA.
LANE, MICHAEL E.—Indianapolis, Indiana
LARSON, LARRY C—Rialto, California
Pharmacy; Tau Kappa Epsilon; American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, president; Senior Class, president.
LEERKAMP, PATRICIA L.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Pharmacy; Trianon, corresponding secretary, president;
Lambda Kappa Sigma, president; American Pharmaceu-
tical Association, corresponding secretary; WRA; AWS;
YWCA; Newman Club; MSS; Student Council.
LEININGER, GEORGE—Tipton, Indiana
History and Political Science; Lambda Chi Alpha, social
chairman, rush chairman; Blue Key, secretary; Young
Democrats; Y'MCA; Debate Team; Phi Eta Sigma;
Utes; Sphinx; Freshman Class, treasurer; Sophomore
Class, president; Junior Class, treasurer.
LENBURG, LEROY J.—Indianapolis, Indiana
History and Political Science; Phi Kappa Theta, vice-
president, rush chairman, secretary; Young Democrats;
Student Council; Interfraternity Council.
LEVINE, MARY ANN—Battle Creek, Michigan
Botany; Pi Beta Phi, scholarship chairman; Y'WCA;
WRA; AWS; Young Democrats; Human Relations
Council; DRIFT.
MAIN, STEPHEN P.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Music Education; Phi Mu Alpha, president; Jordan
Student Board, president.
MANION, SALLY ANN—Speedway, Indiana
Home Economics; Alpha Chi Omega, rush chairman, re-
cording secretary; MSS; WRA; AWS; Young Demo-
crats; YWCA; Welwyn Club.
MARTIN, RITA JO—Blue Island, Illinois
Business Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, president,
second vice-president; Mortar Board, vice-president;
AWS; YWCA; Marching Band; WRA; Young Republi-
cans; Spurs; Chimes.
MATSON, STEPHEN T.—Noblesville, Indiana
History and Political Science.
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McANULTY, JEAN—Indianapolis, Indiana
Journalism; Theta Sigma Phi, president; COLLEGIAN;
^oung Democrats.
McCABE, JANE ANN—Shelbyville, Indiana
English: Kappa Alpha Theta, parliamentarian; Spurs,
treasurer; WRA; YWCA; AWS; Newman Club;
DRIFT; Young Democrats.
McCOY, CAROLYN R.—Gary, Indiana
Elementary Education; Pi Beta Phi, recording secretary,
social chairman; Young Republicans, secretary, treasurer-
AWS; YWCA; \^RA; Butler Players; Gallery Singers.
McGEE, MIKE—Indianapolis, Indiana
MEEDER, CHERIE L.-Indianapolis, Indiana
MENNEN, TRUDY L.-Crawfordsville, Indiana
Elementary Education; Alpha Chi Omega, social chair-
man, president; Air Angel Court; Cheerleader; AWS,
cabinet; WRA, sports coum'il; YWCA; SNEA.
MERKEY, KAREN—Fort Wayne, Indiana
Home Economics: Pi Beta Phi, vice-president, historian;
YWCA, cabinet; Student Council; AWS; WRA; Wel-
wyn Club.
*MEUNIER, GARY F.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Political Science; Tau Kappa Epsilon, vice-president,
social chairman; Blue Key, president; Senior Class,
president; Phi Eta Sigma; Utes; Sphinx.
MEYER, ANN MARIE—Madison, Wisconsin
MILLICAN, ROBERT J.—Hanover, Indiana
Sociology; Lambda Chi Alpha, rush committee; Utes.
MITCHELL, W ILLIAM B.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Accounting: Sigma Chi, treasurer, rush chairman; Ac-
counting Society, president; AFROTC; YMCA; DRIFT
Bachelor Court; Young Republicans.
MITSCHELEN, LYLE W.—Elkhart, Indiana
Sigma Chi; Football; B-Men"s Club.
MORRISON. MONTE-Sharpsville, Indiana
Physical Education; RRH; Utes; Basketball: Baseball.
MOSTER. MARY M.-Ru^hville, Indiana
Home Economics; Delta Delta Delta; WRA; YWCA;
AW S.
MYERS. GEORGE W.-Fall Church, Virginia
^gg^lik
f
MYKKS. V, KNDKLL R.~InrJiar.afK.lw, Indiana
MarlcctiriK; AfKOTC, 'jxninanAf.t
.
NKUKN.SCHWA.NDKR. TKO P.—B«m«, Indiana
A'cfjunlini;: KKH: Af:(,oiinling Sw-iHy, Ui-.amitKr; Ule«;
Sptiirix; BIik; K.;y; Marching Barid; VMCA.
NICHOLS, KI.IZABKTH Ft.—Angola, Indiana
Klernentary fMucalion; SRH, Judi'iary Board; Tau B^rta
.Sigma; WRA; SNEA; AW.S; YWCA; Marching Band.
OAKSHOTT, JANET—Indianapolis Indiana
El<-rii»-nlary Education; L'niversily Choir; V'WC.A; .AWS;
WKA: SNEA.
O'DONNELL, PATRICK B.—Indianapolis, Indiana
OWENS, TOM—Kokomo, Indiana
Sociology; Phi Delta Thcta, house manager; Y'MCA,
vice-president; DRIFT, section editor; Young Republi-
cans.
PARKER, DA\ID—.Milton, Indiana
Management: Tau Kappa Epsilon, president, scholarship
chairman; Baseball; B-Men's Club; YTklCA; Young Re-
publicans; SAM.
PATTEN, STAN—Indianapolis, Indiana
PATTERSON, DAVID P.—Brook. Indiana
History; Lambda Chi ,\lpha; Y'MCA.
PAULUS, SHARON S.—Indianapolis, Indiana
PETERSEN, CAROL J.—Highland Park. ElinoU
Business .Administration; T^Il.\: SAM; Young Republi-
cans.
PIKULIN, JOHN—Indianapolis, Indiana
PINIAK. BRAD—East Chicago. Indiana
Science; Delta Tau Delta: Y'MCA, publicity chainnan.
*PINKSTAFF. MARCIA J.—Cra«^ords^-ille, Indiana
French and English; Kappa Alpha Theta. social chair-
man, rush chairman, scholarship chainnan: A\^S:
YWCA. president: W R.\; Mortar Board, president:
Chimes, historian: Spurs: Sigma Tau Delta: Spoke. Hub
Awards: Top Ten of Operation Outstanding: DRIFT, sec-
tion editor, managing editor: MSS: Young Republicans:
Vi'RA service award: DRIFT Beauty Court: Air Angel:
Miss Butler: Homecoming Princess: Miss Indiana.
*PINKUS. CRAIG E.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Philosophy: Borden Freshman Prize: Phi Eta Sigma:
Blue Key, vice-president; Sphiiix. secretary: Tau Kappa
.\lpha: Student Council, president: Debate Team: Y'oung
Democrats, vice-president: COLLEGL\N: GE College
Bowl Team: Human Relations Council.
PLOPPER, STEPHEN E.—Indianapolis, Indiana
History and Political Science; Sigma Chi.
POLLOCK, JACK R.—Aurora, Illinois
Botany and Zoology; Sigma Nu, vice-president; Young
Democrats; YMCA.
POLSTON, FALUS C—Indianapolis, Indiana
POOLE, ELIZABETH—Indianapolis, Indiana
*POWELL, JUDITH ANN—Indianapolis, Indiana
English; Trianon, unit secretary, unit treasurer, house
decorations chairman; Sigma Tau Delta; Alpha Lambda
Delta; WRA, vice-president; Student Council; YWCA;
AWS; SEA; Young Democrats; Outstanding Freshman
candidate.
PUETT, SUSAN—Remington, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, editor,
marshal, first vice-president; WRA, advisory board;
Young Democrats, secretary; YWCA; AWS; SNEA;
Symphonic Band; MSS; Freshman Class Council.
QUIGG, RONALD L.—Highland, Indiana
Physical Education; Sigma Chi; B-Men's Club; Football.
RASMUSSEN, JOAN—Webster Grove, Missouri
Physical Education; Pi Beta Phi, house manager; Pemm
Club; AWS; WRA, president; YWCA.
RATLIFF, JUDITH A.—Gas City, Indiana
SRH, counseling staff.
RAY, JACQUELINE M.—Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Dance; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Spurs.
REYNOLDS, CAROL—Indianapolis, Indiana
Physical Education; Delta Psi Kappa, corresponding
secretary; Sigma Del Pi; Pemm Club; WRA.
ROBERTSON, BONNY—Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Young Democrats; BISA; YWCA; AWS.
ROSE. CHARLES F.—Tipton, Indiana
Music Education; University Symphonic Band; Marching
Band; Wind Ensemble; Brass Choir; Phi Mu Alpha;
Kappa Kappa Psi.
*RUGGIERI, PAMELA—Chicago, Illinois
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, corres-
ponding secretary; Mortar Board; Chimes, treasurer;
Spurs, editor; Sigma Tau Delta; Marching Band; AWS;
WRA; YWCA.
SANDBERG, KAY—Anderson. Indiana
Elementary Education; Delta Gamma, ANCHORA cor-
respondent, [lublic relations, treasurer, house manager;
WRA, sports council, advisory board, committee chair-
man; AWS; YWCA; Young Republicans; SEA, editor.
SANDERS, DAVID L.—Sheridan, Indiana
Kappa Sigma; Ba.sliclball; Blut; Key.
SCHENDKL, THOMAS L.—Plainfield, Indiana
Pliainiucy; Ku|ipa Sigma, vice-pri-sidrnl, house manager;
Bine Key; Kappa Psi, treasurer; AniiMican Pharniaccuti-
lal Association, i)resident.
SCHWARTZ, ROD A.—Berne, Indiana
Physical lOducation; Kappa Sigma.
SCHWEIGER, CAROLE L.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Trianon, rush chairman, song
chairman; Mu Phi Epsilon; YWCA; AWS; WRA;
SNEA.
SCOTT, DOUGLAS R.—Auburn, Indiana
Phi Delta Theta; YMCA.
SHACKELFORD, B. J.—Indianapolis, Indiana
SHADEL, DAVID FRANK—Wauconda, Illinois
Mathematics and History; Lambda Chi Alpha, vice-
president, scholarship chairman; Utes; Sphinx; Blue
Key; Kappa Kappa Psi, treasurer; Marching Band;
DRIFT Staff; MSS; Student Council, treasurer; Young
Republicans; YWCA; GAVEL, editor.
SHERRY, SUSAN K.—Dayton, Ohio
Dance; Delta Gamma, pledge class social chairman;
Jordan Ballet; YWCA; WRA; Young Republicans;
AWS; University Drama Productions,
SHOEMAKER, HELEN L.—Hammond, Indiana
SHOTLIFF, JOHN HENRY—Gary, Indiana
Music; Band; Symphonic Band; Jazz Band; Ensemble.
SLYBY, SARAH A.—Fort Wayne, Indiana
Delta Delta Delta: SNEA.
SMITH, JOHN L.—East Chicago, Indiana
SMITH, SARAH J.—Ithaca, New York
Dance; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Mortar Board.
SOENDLIN, RICHARD R.—Napoleon, Indiana
Physics; RRH, coimcil representative, vice-president;
SNEA; BISA.
SOHN, SHARON—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; SNEA; YWCA;
Young Republicans.
AWS; WRS;
U3
SOTZING, SANDRA A.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Mathematics; Trianon, president, treasurer, homecoming
chairman, service chairman; Chimes; Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon: WRA, advisory board; "ilVCA; AWS; SNEA, trea-
surer.
SPACKE, STEPHEN-Indianapolis, Indiana
Music Education; Kappa Sigma, president, state secre-
tary; Marching Band; Men's Glee Club, president;
Young Republicans; Wind Ensemble; Symphonic Band.
SPENCER, DAVID K.—Terre Haute, Indiana
Radio-T.V.; W AJC, program director, chief announcer.
SPRADLIN. NORMAN A.—Tipton, Indiana
Accounting: Tau Kappa Epsilon, treasurer; Utes; Ac-
counting Society; COLLEGIAN, business manager;\MCA; Society for Advancement of Management.
*STAIGER. DEBORAH—Worthington, Ohio
Pharmacy; Kappa Alpha Theta, treasurer, archivist; Al-
pha Lambda Delta, vice-president; Spurs, president;
Chimes, secretary; Mortar Board: Hub Award; Opera-
tion Outstanding Top Ten: Debate Team; Lambda Kap-
pa Sigma, treasurer; MSS; Young Democrats; AWS;
YWCA; American Pharmaceutical Association.
*STALEY, VIRGINIA LUCILLE—Indianapolis, Indiana
Sociology and Psychology: Delta Delta Delta, president,
treasurer, assistant treasurer; Spurs; Chimes; Young Re-
publicans; Psychology Club, secretary, treasurer; WRA,
advisory board, recording secretary, corresponding sec-
retary; AWS, president, publicity chairman; YWCA;
Kappa Beta; DRIFT, section editor.
STANFIELD, WAYNE F.—Indianapolis, Indiana
STANFORD. BETTY S.—Lebanon, Indiana
Speech and English; Kappa Alpha Theta, activities chair-
man; Spurs: Chimes, president; Mortar Board, editor;
Theta Sigma Phi, secretary; Sigma Tau Delta: WRA,
sports council; AWS; YWCA; Young Republicans; Col-
LEGIAN.
STEELE, ELIZABETH A.-Knightstown, Indiana
English; Kappa Kappa Gamma, registrar; YWCA;
Young Republicans; AWS; WRA; DRIFT; SNEA.
STEWART, JOAN J.-MooresviUe, Indiana
Physical Education; Pi Beta Phi, pledge class treasurer
settlement school chairman; Delta Psi Kappa; Spurs;'
Chimes, vice-president: Sigma Nu Sweetheart; MSmJPemm Club; MSS; Religious Council, president; Young
Republicans; WRA; A^\S; YWCA.
STONE, KENNA JO-Paris, Illinois
Biological Sciences; WRA: AWS; YWCA.
STRASSER, BEN A.-Borden, Indiana
Religion and Psychology; Ichthus.
STUCKMAN, JUDITH K.-Indianapolis, Indiana
SUTTON, MILLARD L.-Greenwood, Indiana
Mathematics; Sigma Chi, pledge class chairman; Utes;
Sphinx; Blue Key; Young Republicans; YMCA; Foot-
ball; Sophomore Class, treasurer.
SWEITZER, MARY-Goshen, Indiana
Pharmacy: SRH, chairman of judiciary board; Lambda
Kappa Sigma, secretary.
I^i^
TAYLOR, MAKY rj.—IndianaHis, Indiana
TAYI.OK, KOBKKT K.—(.hmanm,Ka, T^nn/rw^i?
i'Uanna'Y ; I'Ui Delta Chi; Alpha I'hi Om»:ga; Kappa
Alpha I'-i; YouriK OemorraU; Human K<;lation<! fxiun-
cii; YMCA; Ami;ri(,an I'harrnaixut'ical AMocialion.
TEPFKR, IMNIKI^Indiana|K,lis Irwiiana
English; Arnold Air Society; BI.SA; Alpha Phi Omega,
activities chairman; Young Rf.tmiAicaru,; YMCA;
AFROTC.
TOBEY, ALBRO CLARK—McLeaniboro, IllinoU
Zoology; Phi Kappa Alpha.
TWEEDY, TOM J.—Paris, Illinois
Education; RRH, council; YMCA.
TYNER, LINDA J.—Indianafiolis, Indiana
Pharmacy; Half-Time Honeys; Tau Beta Sigma.
VICKERY, ELIZABETH A.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Education; Kappa Alpha Theta, pledge class president;
WRA; AWS; Y\^ CA.
VIERLING, JUDITH K.—Seyinour, Indiana
Pharmacy; SRH, counciL
VORIS, JACK—Lebanon, Indiana
Biology; Sigma Nu.
WALKER, ROBERT T.—Indianapolis, Indiana
Kappa Sigma.
WALSH, JOHN P.—Joliet, Illinois
Pharmacy; American Pharmacy Association.
WARD, JAY'—Indianapolis, Indiana
\^ASHBURN. FRED D.—Nassau, N.P. Bahamas
History and Political Science: Phi Delta Theta: Y"MC\;
Young Republicans.
WEINGARTH. JUDY C—Shelby^^l]e. Indiana
Business Education: SRH. publicity chairman and house
council; WRA: Y'WCA: Young Republicans.
R HEALY. JOYCE L.—Hartsdale. New Y"ork
Medical TeohnoloeN-; SRH; American Chemical Society;
WRA: AWS; MSM.
U5
WHITTAKER, MILTON D.—Westfield, Indiana
Spanish and German; Sigma Delta Pi, president; BISA;
Debate Team; Human Relations Council.
WHYTE, JULIANNE—Speedway, Indiana
WIERZAL. BEVERLY A.—Chicago, Illinois
Dance; Jordan Ballet.
WILER, NANCY J.—Twelve Mile, Indiana
Sociology; Delta Delta Delta, pledge class president;
Newman; AWS; ViRA; YWCA.
WILKE, WARREN M.—Greensburg, Indiana
WILLIAMS, CHRISTOPHER R.—Gainesville, Indiana
WILLIAMS, MERLE—Chicago Heights, Illinois
Pharmacy; SRH. vice-president, counselor; Lambda Kap-
pa Sigma, treasurer, secretary.
WILLIAMS, PAULA J.—Indianapolis, Indiana
WITT, SUSAN KAY—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Delta Gamma, corresponding sec-
retary; AWS; WRA; SEA; YWCA.
WANG, SARAH BRANDT—Florence, South Carolina
Dance; Kappa Alpha Theta, historian, corresponding
secretary; Student Council; Butler Ballet; Cantebury
Club; YWCA; WRA; AWS.
WOOD, LILLIE v.—Albuquerque, New Mexico
WOOD, MARILYN J.—Noblesville, Indiana
WOODRUFF, JYNELL A.—Remington, Indiana
Pharmacy; SRH; Marching Band; Tau Beta Sigma,
president.
YOUNG, JAMES A.—Maplewood, Missouri
Pharmacy; Rho Chi; Kappa Psi, vice-president, trea-
surer; American Pharmaceutical Association, treasurer.
ZIMLICH, KATHY—Indianapolis, Indiana
Elementary Education; Kappa Kappa Gamma, pledge
class president; AWS; WRA; YWCA; Cheerleader;
Homecoming Princess; Panhelenic Delegate.
*Denotes members of Who's Who Among American Uni-
versities and Colleges.
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Seniors Participate in Many Activities
Honors are won.
action is the key to success.
Juniors Anticipate Their Final Year
Carlene Allen
Mary Andis
Carolyn Anderson
Linda Anderson
Al Aspinall
Lynn Atkinson
Thomas Austin
Bonita Bartholomew
John Bigelow
Leslie Blaire
Sandi Boyd
Kathy Briggs
Jeff Brodine
Janet Brown
K. Bruse
Jean Capko
Bob Cargill
Kathy Carr
Roberta Cheesman
Susan Collins
Terry Cooper
Linda Cornwell
Ina Cross
Naomi Cumberland
Niki Curtis
Dan Darnell
Beth Davis
Nancy Davis
Marcia Dickerson
Chip Dillon
Martha Doll
Garry Donna
Jo Ann Elliott
Barbara Eskew
Joanne Foreman
Peggy Fowler
Rochelle Galey
David Gehrich
Nancy Gillis
Frank Grass
Jean Greenfield
Virginia Hageboeck
Charles Hart
Morris Hedge
Judith Henry
Nancy Henthorn
Marilyn Henzie
Judith Hiatt
Jacqueline Hittle
Betsy Hoge
Sue Holder
James Hostetler
Sandra Howe
Christie Hudson
Pam Hunt
Suzanne Jackson
Linda Jones
Linda Jordan
Shannon Kelly
Clark Kimball
Martha Klein
Karen Klink
Mike Kli|p]iel
Kaaren Knudson
Bryan KraiiM;
Margaret Krider
Sue Lorig
Mary Lihhy
Terry Lloyd
Judith McAvoy
Carol McCormatk
Sandra McCormick
Marcia Mather
Barbara Miller
Suzanne Miller
Alan Monroe
Jim Montgomery
Linda Murphy
Kathie Nedele
Katherine Norris
James Oatis
Robert Oyler
Lana Palmer
Robert Palmer
Kristen Perry
Sallyann Polivka
Helen Queisser
Ray Ratajik
Joan Reister
Bill Remmo
Barbara Rickman
Nancy Riggs
Sam Ritchey
Nancy Roahrig
Judy Rodney
Jo Ann Rotelli
Emmet Sabatine
Carol Safford
Lisa Schulte
Tom Schulz
Phil Shelton
Ruth Sheridan
Jane Shick
Rosann Shields
Virginia Spradlin
Ceroid Stahl
Joy Steinmetz
Sara Stoner
Linda Stout
Judy Thomas
Darby Thompson
Cordia Tressler
Dixie Trittschuh
Cindy Tyo
Judy Utterback
William Vantyle
Joann Vnechak
Susan Weaver
Janice Weinblatt
Elizabeth Weir
Tina Wendling
Renee Wheeler
Meredith Wiley
Becky Williams
Joann Woodcox
Gail Woodruff
Sharon Woodruff
Barbara Zally

Organizations
The pulsating rhythm of campus life stems from these
cohesive groups known as organizations. They are the
core from which ideas first become known and then
liranch out to engulf the students, bringing them into a
unit which works and plays together.
Organizations may be seen entering into every aspect of
the student's life. He adds to and acquires from groups
those qualities which enamble him to live in harmony
with his fellow man. Organizations are made for the
individual, and the individual is the cornerstone of the
organization.
Mortar Board Strives for Excellence
Now in its forty-sixth year. Mortar Board was the
first national honor society established for senior women.
In this short time Mortar Board has grown to become a
national organization with 109 chapters. In June of 1964
Marcia Pinkstaff. as president, represented Scarlet Quill
chapter at the National Mortar Board Convention in
Lincoln. Nebraska. In conjunction with Blue Key. the
women of Mortar Board sponsored the traditional Home-
coming week end. In addition to this gigantic undertaking,
the senior women's honorary serves Butler through an
evaluation made by members in the senior class. The re-
sults are tabulated and sent to the various departments of
the University in order to give these departments a stu-
dent evaluation of the courses offered. Each spring
Mortar Board holds its Scholarship Day for all high
school seniors who have received academic scholarships
to Butler. Mrs. May Iske. Mrs. Alexander Jones, and Dr.
Melvin Weinswig serve Mortar Board as faculty advisers.
Phyllis Alspach, secretary
Indianapolis, Indiana
Marcia Pinkstaff, president
Crawfordsville, Indiana
Rita Jo Martin, vice-president
Blue Island, Illinois
Betty Stanford, editor
Lebanon, Indiana
Jeanne Flesch, treasurer
Indianapolis, Indiana
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Phyllis Gorfain
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Sylvia Kapust
Indianapolis, Indiana
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Blue Key Fosters Integrity and Incentive
The senior men's honorary at Butler is Blue Key for
which men become eligible scholastically with a 2.5 ac-
cumulative average for five semesters. Primarily estab-
lished on the national level as an honorary for senior
men, Blue Key also functions as a service organization
for the L niversity. Serving as co-chairmen with the women
of Mortar Board, the men of Blue Key are responsible for
the organization and production of the annual Home-
coming week end. The general chairman of Homecoming
1964 were Marcia Pinkstaff. president of Mortar Board;
Gary Meunier. president of Blue Key; and Craig Pinkus,
vice-president of Blue Key.
Blue Key members who are not pictured are: Bob
Bereman, Jim Bunch, Bill Burrows, Ed Duncan, John
Havens, Mike McGee, and Ted Neuenschwander.
Art Berk
Beech Grove, Indiana
Dave Sanders
Sheridan, Indiana
Dave Shadel
Wauconea, Illinois
Craig Pinkus, vice-president
Indianapolis, Indiana
Butch Sutton
Greenwood, Indiana
Tom Schendel
Plainfielil. Indiana
Gary Butcher
Mooresville, Indiana
Jack Glazier
Indianapolis, Indiana
Larry Lachey
Speedway, Indiana
Jay \^ ard
Indianapolis, Indiana
Chillies Correspond 'Cross Country
FIRST ROU : Suzi Jackson, Pam Hunt. Sallyann Polivka.
Carolyn Snuiely. Phyllis Betz, Margaret Ann Krider. Shannon
Kelly. SECOi\D ROW : Pam Lassiter, Dee Ann Owens, Nancy
Riggs, Jiiili llterback, Joanne For
Barb Rickmun.
nan, Gayle Augustine,
Chimes, once a national fraternity, has been ac-
tive at Butler since 1949 and takes its members
from the outstanding junior women. Scholarship,
leadership, and service comprise the high ideals of
this organization.
Activities began in the fall for the twenty-four
niemliers with a "Ring the Chime" booth at SCAF.
Football wouldn't have been complete without
Chimes" candy apples. Tiianksgi\ ing and Christmas
provided opportunities lor the group's philanthropic
projects. At the beginning of second semester,
members spent time each week microfilming records
for the Registrar. Corresponding with junior
women's honuraries at various campuses throughout
the country pro\ ided an opportunity for spreading
the name of Butler.
President Carolyn Snavely and fellow-officer Shannon Kelly a>si>t llie
registrar.
Sphinx Encourage Leading Participants
1964-65 ofi( I'liil .Sli.lKHi. Sl.M- niu-l. Lain Fienrli. Bol, Car
Representing the outstanding junior men on the Butler campus. Sphinx
requires a 2.5 accumulative grade point average and participation in several
extra-curricular activities for memhership. \ew members are chosen and
initiated during the second semester of their sophomore year.
A booth at SCAF started the year's activities. Freshmen greased-pole fight
and tug-of-war. and junior-senior pie throw for Homecoming were a result of
the combined efforts of Sphinx and Chimes. .\s has Ijeen the custom in the
past. Sphinx sponsored the annual foulball banquet in \oveniber.
FIRST ROW: James Ditrkin. Ron Gri>ums. Steve
Burst. Bob CurgilL Phil Sheltun. Alan Monroe.
Joel Hirsh. .sfCOA'O ROW: .4ndy IT heeler. Gene
Heath. Bill Miller, Bill Neher. Larry French, Bill
Nine. M. R. Wiley. THIRD ROW: Bill PurcelL
Jerry Stahl. Pat Baker. Sam Ritchey. Tom Woody,
Jerry Harrey. Clark Kimball. Frank Grass.
Spurs Support Five Campus Activities
2^ *^ K->f'(^ ^'^
f/«.ST A'O/; ; y»(/v Enkine. Carole On hard. Judy JaniiUs. Lynelle
Kieffer. Judi Lone. Anne Cluley. Ruth Buber. Cheryl Riser. SEC-
0.\lJ ROif : Sally Butler. Carolyn Phares, Marilyn Meyers. Patti
Banos. Sharon Harvey, .\ancy Hass, .\ancy Mosel, Hilary Stout,
Karen Areritt. THIRD RUll": Judy Nicholas. Becky Ashman, Cheryl
Thomas. Chris Suarts. Evelyn Martin, Ruthunn King, Charm
Thomas, Jane W ynegar, Cissy Esra.
Spurs, the sophomore women's honorary: ^las a national
following of forty-three chapters in twelve states. Quali-
fied girls with an accumulative average of at least 2.5
and with a record of active participation in extra-curricu-
lar activities are elected to membership during the second
semester of their freshman vear.
Projects included sending help letters to university per-
sonnel, an ice cream social, a donut and cider sale, and the
traditional Path of Pennies at Christmas time.
OFUCKRS: FIRST ROIT : .ludx Jnnulis. Patti Banos. Ruth Baher
SECO\D ROK : Sallyann Polivka. Cissy Esra. Charm Thomas. Mrs
Farber.
S\nuf ser\es Butler in many ways.
Utes Unite To Excel as Campus Leaders
FIRST ROW: Ralph Ogden. Marc If'eiss. Frank Ermt. Dan Burg-
ner. Chuck Puntillo. Howie Conley. Harold Fogelberg. Brooks Free-
man. Richard Parks. Dick Canada. Newell Easier. SECOND ROW:
John Peck, Calvert Jared, Steve Harpold, Stanley May, Mike Free,
Ed Schilling, George Stewart. Bill VanNess. Jim Pajj. Bill Creaj.
Gerald Hood. THIRD ROU : Steve Keiser. Rick .\orris. Richard
House, Carl IT'eger. Richard Meldrum. Ronald Salatich, Stephen
Gross, John Hilton. Carl Hendrickson, Gene Milner.
Utes serves the University as the sophomore men's
honorary. In its effort to enforce the traditions of
Butler University and to carry out its purpose of
service to the University, Utes encourages its mem-
bers to excel in scholarship and leadership.
Membership into the organization is limited to
those men attaining a 2.25 accumulative average
their freshman year and who are active in a stated
number of extra-curricular activities. Men are
elected to membership in Utes during the second
semester of their freshman year.
The Utes SCAF booth was the group's first ac-
tivity of the year. In the spring they planned and
directed the basketball banquet.
Brooks Freeman served as the group's president;
Bill VanNess, vice-president ; Gene Milner, secre-
tary; Newell Easley, treasurer. Dr. Robert Gilpin
served as faculty adviser.
OFFICERS:
Easlev.
Gene Milner. Bill N anNess, Brooks Freeman. Newell
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AAA and ^E2 Stress Scholarship
FIRST ROW : Marilyn Meyers, Rita Bradley, Sharon Harvey, Becky Ashman. Jane Wynegar.
SECOND ROW : Starr Haase. Kathy Bloem, Miss Nancy Moore, Margi Leivis, Susan Smith.
FIRST ROW : i
SECO.\D ROW
ruig Pinkus. Paul Davis. Terry Cooper, Alan Monroe.
Robert Bereman, Ron Sulatich. Mike Free, Jim Pajj.
Alpha Lambda Delta is an organization of women
of the freshman class who are chosen on the basis
of a 3.5 or higher scholastic average at the end
of the first semester of first year.
Since the national founding of Alpha Lambda
Delta in 1926. the number of chapters has grown
from two to approximately 100 chapters in which
over 3,000 members are active.
Officers were Sharon Harvey, president; Rita
Bradley, vice-president; Jane Wynegar, secretary-
historian; Marilyn Meyers, treasurer; Becky Ash-
man, editor. Faculty adviser was Miss Nancy Moore.
Encouraging scholastic attainment among the
freshmen men of the University, Phi Eta Sigma
recognizes freshmen men who attain a 3.5 accumu-
lative average. Although elected to membership dur-
ing his freshman year, one remains a member
throughout his entire college career. In November
Holcomb Garden House was the scene of a recption
held with Alpha Lambda Delta for interested
freshman students who show promise of high scho-
lastic attainment.
Ron Salatich served as president and Michael
Free as vice-president. James Paff was secretary and
Paul Davis, treasurer. Dr. Roland Usher again
served as faculty adviser.
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MSS, 2TA Promote Interest in English
FIRST ROW: Diane Lamar, Sullyann Polivku, Judy Powell. SECOND ROII : Allen Eisig, Barbara Dillon,
Rita Jo Butz, Marcia Pinkstalj.
Sigma Tau Delta, a national professional English honorary, is composed of English majors and
minors who have maintained a 3.0 average and who have junior or senior standing. Officers
are Allen Essig, president; Phyllis Gorfain, vice president; Diane Lamar, secretary; Rita Jo
Blitz, treasurer. The group's faculty adviser is Dr. Werner Beyer.
The literary publication of the English department, '"Manuscripts,"' is issued semi-annually.
Material is submitted by students in freshman English, creative writing, advanced composition,
and writer's workshop and selected by the staff of freshmen and upperclassmen.
Diane Lamar, editor, instructs Becky Ashman and Jay
scripts."
tlie next edition of "Manu-
Business Majors Are Well-Prepared
FIRST ROir : Falus Polston. Bill Brehoh, Bill Mitchell, Fred Weber, Wayne Potts. SECOND ROW: John Davenport, Mike Herman,
James Blum. Diiane Gustin, Bill Shery. Larry Fehr.
Accounting Society is a service organization whose membership is taken from the College of
Business. The schedule of programs for the year included several interesting field trips to local
firms. Professor Fred Wther functioned as the group's faculty ad\ iser and assisted the officers:
Bill Mitchell, president, and Bill Brehob. secretary-treasurer.
The Insurance Society was organized to invite outstanding financial leaders to present
topics at various meetings in order to supplement educational materials and to evaluate prin-
ciples. Under the guidance of Dr. Archie Nichols, faculty adviser, the organization was very
successful.
Insurance Society Ron Qui
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AK2, K¥ Promote Interest in Pharmacy
FIRST ROW: Mary Sueitzer, Barbara Kinney, Barbara Cussen, A
kamp, Debby Staiger, Sharon Woodruff.
va Knee. SECOND ROW: Judy Vierling, Midge Dadd, Pat Leer-
Lambda Kappa Sigma, the professional pharmacy or-
ganization for women pharmacy majors, boasts the com-
pletion of various projects. Phi chapter has been active
on the Butler campus for several years. Their accomplish-
ments include attendance of their national convention
and assistance with the Indiana High School Science Fair.
The Pharmacy Building serves as the location for Lambda
Kappa Sigma activities. During the meetings of the
American Pharmaceutical Association in the Pharmacy
Building, the Phi chapter members served coffee to mem-
bers. The members of Phi chapter of Lambda Kappa
Sigma are grateful to Mrs. Melvin Weinsig for her
competent guidance.
Kappa Psi is a national pharmaceutical fraternity serv-
ing to enhance the interested student's knowledge of his
chosen profession. Each year Beta Upsilon chapter awards
a pharmaceutical scholarship to promote pharmacy. But-
ler's Beta LIpsilon chapter is always active in promoting
social functions and projects for the bettermen of phar-
macy. Speakers and films are used at the meetings to
learn more about the various phases of pharmacy. Butler
is exceedingly proud of Beta I'psilon's chapter of Kappa
Psi, as their membership and campus participation and
promotion has increased immensely through the years.
The members agree that their accomplishments were en-
hanced by the advice and guidance of their faculty ad-
viser. Dr. John Martin.
FIRST ROW : Jarold Hani. Jack \eusom. John Doris. SECOyO
ROJf : Glenn Wickes. Jim Young. Dale Worley. Gene Easieson.
Outstanding Is Motto of TBS and KKY
FIRST ROW : Carol Safford, Nancy Ifihun. Jynell
U oodrujl. Rochelle Galey. Sandee Christopher, Mary
Pat Hull. SECOND ROW: Evelyn Martin, Joyce
Favet, Marcia Dickerson, Elizabeth Nichols, Sara
Stoner, Cissy Esra.
Epsilon chapter is Butler's chapter of Tau Beta Sigma, a national honor sorority for the women
of the University Marching Band. Dr. Charles A. Henzie. faculty adviser, guided this year's of-
ficers who are Jynell Woodruff, president; Marilyn Henzie. vice-president; Sandee Christopher,
secretary ; Mary Pat Hull, treasurer.
Alpha Beta chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi, the University Marching Band honorary for men, was
founded at Butler in 1929. Officers this year are Steve Varnell, president; Jim Ellis, vice-presi-
dent; Jim Fletcher, secretary-treasurer.
FIRST ROW: Don Click. Pete Fletcher. Jerry .Irm-
strong. Ron Sider. Mike Dolens. SECOND ROW:
Jack Simon. Ken Grijjey. Ted Hinkle. Jim Ellis.
Charlie Rose, Chauncy Moot. THIRD ROlf : Bill
Greaj, Tim Noble. John Blankenship, Larry Weaver,
Steve Varnell, Tom Stadler, Tom Farnam, Earl
Gannon.
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M^E, ^MA Honor Student Musicians
FIRST ROW : Nancy Henthorn. Marguerite Thomas,
Margie Krider, Ann Carter. SECOND ROW: Carol
Schiveiger
Fletcher.
Marcia Dickerson, Kathy Norris, Nancy
Kappa chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon had its beginnings at Jordan College of Music in 1906. TTiis
music fraternity for women was founded as a sister fraternity to Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. Of-
ficers included Margie Krider, president; Kathy Norris, vice-president; Helen Shoemaker, re-
cording secretary; Nancy Henthorn, corresponding secretary; Marguerite Thomas, treasurer.
Mildred Koehrn served as faculty adviser, and Phyllis Elson as alumnae adviser.
Alpha Sigma chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia was founded in 1926 and has been active in
musical activities over the years. A combination of scholastic achievement and music accomp
lishment are the requirements for membership in this music fraternity. Robert Elson, faculty
adviser assisted Stephen Main, president; Richard Switzer, vice-president; Bill Grimes, secretary;
Steve Varnell, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: Gregory Armstrong, Joseph Eis-
enhut, Theodore Hinkte. Dick Stcilzer, Stephen
Main. Charles Rose. William Engle. James Ellis.
SECOND ROW: Stephen Varnell, Jack Cala-
brese, Donald Rigsbee, Michael Dollens, Martin
Hodapp. Stephen Robex. Emmett Sabatine.
THIRD ROW: Glen Miller. Jack Simon,
Charles Bontrager. Tim Short. John Schmidt,
Dan Burgner, Phil Lang.
Debate, 2AI Offer Valuable Experience
FIRST ROW: Dr. James Gibson, Phil Shelton, Alan
Monroe. Craig Pinkus. Bill Neher. Mike McGee. Dr.
Cripe. SECOND ROW : Clark Kimball. Don Wall,
Mike Frasier. Bette Kremer, Bonnie Kaplan. Violelte
Summers, Anne Fisher, Steve Cole, Jay W ard.
The sixteen students who were active on the
debate squad this year participated in 26 tourna-
ments which included some of the major novice and
varsity deiiate tournaments in the United States.
Highlights of the early season were winning first
place at the Purdue Invitational, one of the top
varsity tournaments in the country, and first at
the Chicago Freshman-Sophomore Tournament, one
of the largest and most popular tournaments for
beginning debaters.
During the past eight years, Butler has had four
national champion teams. The annual Butler Novice
has liecome an outstanding debate tournament, this
year hosting 42 teams from 10 states.
Sigma Alpha Iota is a professional women's
music fraternity. Iota Zeta chapter membership is
based on scholarship and outstanding musical
ability. As a part of the program, lota Zeta chapter
gives musicals and recitals. Scholarships are availa-
ble for qualified and interested women students
participating in Sigma Alpha lota.
FIRST ROW : Andrea Munorjj. Penny Hendcl. Karen Ponader,
Joan Cornetel. SECO.\D ROW : Evelyn Martin. Rochelle Galey.
Ruth Baber. Sharon Paulus. Leslie Crysler. THIRD ROW : Kitty
Crummann, Judy Gill. Carol McCormack. Marilyn VunWienen, Susan
Steinhour.
02^, SAM Strive To Unite and Acquaint
Thcta Sigma Phi is a professional organization
for women in journalism and communications.
Nearly fifty years old, the national fraternity is
composed of student chapters, cluhs, and memhers-
at-large.
Its goals are to work for a free responsihle
press and to unite women engaged in all fields of
communications. By recognizing distinguished
achievement of women journalists, and maintaining
high professional standards, members are en-
couraged to greater individual effort.
Under the guidance of Colonel John Barron, Jean
McAnulty served as president; Betty Stanford, sec-
retary; and Diane Lamar, treasurer.
Acquainting business students with activities and
processes of industry, government, commerce, and
education, the Society for the Advancement of Man-
agement sponsored field trips to companies in the
state and held seminars to accomplish their edu-
cational goals.
Officers were Jerry Dunn, president; Rich Fow-
ler, vice-president; Jeanne Flesch, secretary; Bill
Brehob, treasurer. Dr. H. Raymond Swenson
served as faculty adviser.
FIRST ROW : Karen Klink. Diane Lamar, Ina Cross. SECO.\D ROW:
Barbara Eskew, Barbara Rickman, Jean McAnulty, Betty Stanford.
FIRST ROW: Rich Fowler, Ed Williams, Carol Peterson,
Jeanne Flesch. Linda Seibel. John Imbler. Falus Polston.
Wilfred Brehob. SECO^'D ROW : Rich Johnson, Stanley
May, Earnest Bennett, Jim Johnston, Daie Parker, Jerry
Dunn, Rick Norris, John Frader.
PX, ^AX Serve Pharmacists of the Future
FIRST ROW: Dr. Meliin W'einsiiig, Dr. Dale Doerr,
Dr. .-Irthur Hariiood. Jim Young, Bob Brennan.
Jynell Woodrujj. SECOND ROW: Professor N.
Stephen Tanner, Norman Cooley, Gary Ringham, Dr.
E. J. Rohe, Steve Henry.
Rho Chi promotes the advancement of pharmaceutical sciences through encouragement and rec-
ognition of sound scholarship as an incentive. It seeks to promote fellowship in pharmacy by
bringing undergraduate and graduate students and faculty members closer together in their as-
sociation.
Phi Delta Chi. a national pharmacy fraternity, provides pharmacy students with practical ex-
perience in composing window displays and selling pharmaceutical goods. The group also pro-
vides pharmaceutical and medical pictures of interest for visitors to the Pharmacy building.
FIRST ROW: Bill Templeman. John Decker. Run
Grooms. Ken Hacker. Al Fishburn. SECOND ROW:
Dr. Dale Doerr. Chuck Corso. Phil .AUmun. Jim
Bush. Howard Kim. Steve Henry. Roger James,
Ed Beckner, .M. R. Wiley. THIRD ROW: Fred
MHlcr. Boh Taylor. David Gorman. Glenn Jacob,
.\urman Couley. John Grimm. Tom Habermehl. Bill
Miller. FOIRTH ROW: Warren Richards. John
Trevarthan. Kent Van Tyle, Tim Campbell. Carlton
Greene, Ken Rauivolj, Ed Duncan, Steve Martz.
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PEMM Club, A¥K Honor Students
FIRST ROW: Carol Reynolds, Joyce Kuhn, Carol Sajjord, Judy
Wenning. Dixie Trittschuh. Joan Stewart, Cindy Tyo, Vicki Reynolds,
Jean Greenfield, Nora Campbell. SECOND ROW : Kris Perry, Jeni
Fryback, Kay Callings. Cathy Horst, Mary Mc.Mahon, Cheryl Sack-
enhorst, Janet Campbell, Joan Rasmussen, Chlores Miller, Judy Crajt.
PEMM Club is an organization composed of physical
education majors and minors. Its purpose is to create a
relaxed atmosphere in which to promote a professional
and social interest in health, physical education, and
recreation.
Raising money by selling coffee and donuts to students
who were working on Homecoming house decorations the
night before judging, and by managing concessions at the
sectionals, members were able to attend the district con-
vention of the American Association of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.
Joan Rasmussen led the group £is president. Other of-
ficers were Cindy Tyo, vice-president; Janet Campbell,
secretary; Kay Nicholson, treasurer. This year's faculty
adviser was Miss Virginia McCampbell.
Delta Psi Kappa, a national professional fraternity for
women in the field of physical education, celebrated its
twenty-first year on the Butler campus by holding a
special Founder's Day program.
Women are selected for membership on the basis of
active athletic participation, and an accumulative average
of 2.5 is required. Candidates for membership must be
either physical education majors or minors.
Officers for the year w ere Janet Campbell, president
;
Nora Campbell, vice-president ; Carol Reynolds, secretary
Joan Rasmussen, treasurer; Kay Collings, chaplain; Joan
Stewart, sergeant-at-arms. Miss Sarah Hope served as
faculty adviser.
FIRST ROW: Joan Stewart. Cindy Tyo. yora Campbell, Dixie Triit-
schuh. SECO.\D ROW : Carol Reynolds, Joyce Kuhn, Janet Camp-
bell, Kay Collings, Joan Rasmussen.
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WRA Promotes Healthy Recreation
FIRST ROW : Judy U'enning. Kathryn Duncan, Karen Averitt, Cathy Horst, Miss Sarah Hope, Sandy McDevitt, Judy Nicholas,
Dot Carmichael. Judy Powell. Joan Rasmussen. Vickie Reynolds, Kathy Carr.
Jean Greenfield. SECOND ROW: Barb Zally, Jeni Fryback,
Before the game there is practic
FIRST ROW': Miss Jean Ann Buivers, adviser, Nancy Davis,
Judy Thomas, Emily Stallings, Judy Poivell, Joan Rasmussen,
Ginny Staler, Ann Cluley, Cindy Tyo, Nora Campbell, Carol
Sallord. SECOND ROW: Dixie Trittschuh, Carlene Allen. Pam
Lassiter, Kathy Andry, Janet Campbell, Lee Longer, Kay Callings.
The Women's Recreation Association functions in three
major bodies: the advisory board acts as the legislative
body; the sports council is in charge of organizing all
intramural sports; and the general membership is the
group which participates in all the WRA sports and
functions. These three groups combine to promote healthy
recreation for all Butler women students. In addition to
all intramural sports sponsored by WRA, the organization
has held several campus-wide "sports nights." The Monte
Carlo Party has become an annual production for WRA
members at which time gambling is condoned and stu-
dents can win several thousand dollars—in play money,
of course! WRA also sponsors High School Play Day
which gives WRA members an opportunity to officiate
recreation for high school girls.
The 1964-1965 officers are Joan Rasmussen, president;
Judy Powell, vice-president; Jeannie Flesch, secretary;
Pam Lassiter, treasurer. Monte Carlo Party brings out girl?" gambling talents.
AWS Organizes Women Students
FIRST ROW: Phyllis Belz, Nancy Wilson. Bonnie Adams.
Cinny Statey. Sallyunn Polivka, Susan Long. SECOND
ROW : Judy Erskine. Nancy Riggs, Ruth Helen Killion,
Offirers: Bonnie
Killion. treasurer,
vice-president.
.'Idams. secretary:
Sallyann Polivka.
Crinny Sluley, president: Ruth Helen
I.I If S; (not pictured) Diane Gable,
Pat Dunifon. Sandi Gardner. Tina Wendling. THIRD ROW:
Rita Jo Martin. Sarah Ann Slyby. Leslie Blaire, Judy Ratlijj,
Delinnth Casey. Trudy Mennen, Kay Higgs.
When Butler was in Irvington, the Dean of
Women formed the Women's League in 1923 as
an effort to answer the social needs of the women
students and to introduce a system of eventual self-
government. Twenty years ago, this organization
became a part of the national group known as the
Association of Women Students and has remained
a part of that group since that time. The Association
has become the governing body for coeds at Butler.
This year for the first time, AWS sponsored two
women students to MIT science workshop in
October.
Ginny Staley held the gavel this year. Helping
her were Diane Gable, vice-president; Bonnie
Adams, secretary; Sallyann Polivka, IAWS repre-
.sentative; Ruth Helen Killion, treasurer. Adviser
to the group was Dr. Allegra Stewart.
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YMCA, YWCA Value Virtuous Goals
FIRST ROW: Larry Davis, Sallyann Polivka, Nora Campbell, Cindy
Tyo. Pat Dunijon, Susie Bettis, Betsy Steele, Bob Cargill. SECOND
ROW: Brooks Freeman, Nancy Davis, Linda Jordan, Ruth Helen
Killion, Sara Stoner, Kathy Andry, Marcia Pinkstajj, Carole Causey,
Rita Jo Butz, Dana Carter. Steve Jones. THIRD ROW: Hal Wilkins.
Joe Kenney, Jeff Davis. Mike Cook, Jim Lyon, Jim Johnston, Rich
Fouler, Allen Essig. John V. Pihlak.
The Freshmen Mixer, Geneva Stunts, Honor Day,
and Spring Sing are among the many campus ac-
tivities of the YM-YWCA. The 1964-65 YM and YW
officers are Larry Davis and Marcia Pinkstaff,
presidents; Kathy Andry and Tom Owens, vice-
presidents; Sara Stoner and Bob Cargill, secre-
taries; Barb Rickman and Allen Essig, treasurers.
Mr. John V. Pihlak and Hal Wilkins are the
groups advisers.
Advisors Hal Wilkins and Mr. Pihlak discuss future "Y" activities with Marcia
Pinkstaff and Larrj- Davis.
1^
Student Council Assumes Governing Role
FIRST ROW: Newell Easier. Sallyann Puliikti. Sylvia Kapast. Chip
Dillon. Carolyn Phures. Judy Erskine. Susan Lon£(. Marc U eiss.
SECOND ROW : Bol, Palmer. Bill lline. Dan ll'arfel. Dr. Wolfenden,
Dave Johnston. Paul Davis, Boh Cargill.
The 1964-1965 Student Council took the initiative to
sponsor three new events or campaigns in accordance with
its responsibility to the University—that of a governing
body. In keeping in step with the national political scene,
the Council held a mock election in which all students
were able to cast a ballot for the presidential candidate
of their choice. The newly-organized Student Speakers
Bureau promises to interested students an opportunity to
promote Butler University through speaking appearances
on a state-wide basis. In an effort to assume the proper
role of a university governing body, the Student Council
is making a study of its entire role in relation to student
judicial matters. The Council is planning a promotion of
uniform testing methods for all university departments in
order to eliminate unfair testing techniques and any
opportunities for student dishonesty.
Presidrnl Crais Pinkus prepares for (lie 4 o'clock meeting.
FIRST ROW'': Karen Klink, Bonnie Adams, Carol Turber-
ville, Craig Pinkus, Judy Ratlijj, Judy Powell, Paula Willi-
ams, Nancy Davis. SECOND ROW: Alan Monroe, Dave
Shadel, Jack Frazier. Tom W ood, John Fogg, Jack W oeljel.
Dr. Emma Lou Thornbrough.
As in years past, Student Council has
the authority to print the Butler calendar
book, the GAVEL, in which students can
find dates, times, and places of nearly all
the major campus events. In addition to the
official Student Council publication, the
Council also has the responsibility of con-
ducting all regular campus elections. The
organization's biggest production is the
Student Council Activities Fair which is
held in the fieldhouse each fall. The pri-
mary purpose of the Activities Fair is to
familiarize Butler students with the wide
variety of campus organizations and activi-
ties and to give the students a general idea
of the duties and responsibilities of each
organization. Through the Activities Fair,
Student Council gives Butler students and
esp»ecially freshmen an opportunity to be-
come acquainted with campus organiza-
tions before joining.
The Student Council officers for the
1964-1965 school year are Craig Pinkus,
president; Alan Monroe, first vice-presi-
dent; Bonnie Adams, second vice-president;
Paula Williams, corresponding secretary;
Judy Ratliff, recording secretary; and
Dan Warfel, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: Alan Monroe. Bonnie Adams. Craig
Pinkus. SECOND ROW: Paula WiUiams, Dan War-
fel. Judy Ratliff.
YD's, BISA Provide Student Pathways
FIRST ROW: Nancy Scott, Carolyn Phares. Rita
Anweiler, Ruth Sheridan. SECOND ROW: Nancy
Wilson, Deborah Casey, Craig Pinkus, Jo Fore-
man, Pat Dunijon. THIRD ROW: Carlene Allen,
Sandy Meadows, Stan Patton, Frank Grass, Judi
Utterback, Linda Jones.
The purpose of the Butler Young Democrats is to foster a clear understanding of the goals and
policies of the Democratic Party. Officers of the club were Stan Patton, president; Craig Pinkus,
vice-president; Sara Stoner, recording secretary; Kathy Briggs, corresponding secretary; and
Frank Grass, treasurer.
The Butler Independent Student's Association, popularly known as BISA, provides for the non-
affiliated students an opportunity to be independent yet to participate in many other campus
organizations.
FIRST ROW: Terry Cooper. Judy Dunavan,
Ruth Ricksecker, Bob Neal. SECOND ROW:
Jay W ard. Alan Monroe, Ann Cox, Clyde
Clark, adviser, Phil Shelton. Gene Maresca,
Oliver Daugherty. THIRD ROW: Bette Krem-
er. Harriet Hooke. Alice Abbott. Carlene Allen,
Carol Bull. Beth Norris. Paula Williams, Bar-
bara Worth. FOURTH ROW: Paul Davis, Tim
Peirce. Bill Cross, Clark Kimball, Jim Burk,
Kerry Straton.
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Political Awareness Is the Goal of YR
FIRST ROW: Lynn Steinhour, Christie Hudson, Cindy Tyo,
Susan Long, Ginny Staley, Susan Voight, Nancy Custer. SECOND
ROW: Emily Statlings, Sheryl Shepherd, Shelly Hartung, Betsy
Steele, Sally Gelow, Pam Zeppering. Jackie Granzine, Charlene
Foster, Paula Taylor, Ginny Hageboeck. THIRD ROW : Jack
Voris, Linda Bruington, Sue Hussey, Renee If heeler, Elise Sebel,
Liz Kenny. Joyce McHugh. Sue Colvin, Karen Leonard, Molly
Mehagan.' FOURTH ROW: John Bigelou; Tom Farnam, Steve
Noulin. Jim Lyon. Russell Lamb, Phil Love, Rich Franck, Dave
Shadel. Frank Ernst.
The purpose of the Butler Young Republicans Club is
to acquaint students with the beliefs of the Republican
Party and to create interest in the Party. The organization
helped with the elections and also took a strong delegation
to the Midwest YR Convention. In addition to Republican
activities, they also sponsored all-campus dances. Each
year the club gives a political awareness award to the or-
ganization which has had the greatest participation in the
activities of the club.
Officers were Suzi DeBoy, president; Tom Farnam and
Diane Lamar, vice-presidents; Cindy Tyo and Sarah
Slyby, secretaries; and Carolyn McCoy, treasurer.
Y RV discuss future plans.
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Panhel Governs Greek Letter Sororities
FIRST ROW: Judy Johnston. Ann Dettwiler, Cindy Tyo, Diane
Lamar, Trudy Mennen, Joanna Dye. Nora Campbell. SECOND
ROW: Margi Flanagan. Rita Jo Martin. Ginny Staley. Diane Gable,
Aancy Henthorn. Dixie Trittschuh, Dean Elizabeth Durjlinger.
Officers: Diane Lamar, secretary-
treasurer: Cindy Tyo, president;
Dixie Tritsclnih, vice-president.
Junior Pan Hel Officers: Becky Schechter, secretary-treasurer; Trish
Miller, president: Connie Miser, vice-president.
Boston, 1891, was the scene of the first Panhellenic
Convention when seven fraternities met to discuss methods
for interfratemity cooperation. In the year to come, a
set of by-laws, a national constitution, and rules for
pledging and rushing were set up.
Panhellenic Association consists of the Panhel delegate,
rush chairman, and president from each sorority. During
the year Panhel compiled rules governing rushing, pledg-
ing, and initiation on campus. In September new sorority
pledges were honored at the annual Panhel banquet. In
cooperation with the Inter-fraternity Council they spon-
sored so-called Greek Week.
The Junior Panhellenic Council takes its membership
from the six sorority pledge classes. Pledges got into the
Yule spirit by caroling the fraternity houses and Ross
Residence Hall.
Brotherhood of Men Is Legend of IFC
The Interfraternity Council, popularly known as IFC,
is composed of one officer from each of the eight fra-
ternities at Butler. The council strives to unite the campus
fraternities to work cooperatively. Its members set up
rush rules and regulate the scholarship reports among
the fraternal organizations. Dean of Men, Herbert F.
Schowmeyer, served as adviser to the organization.
After expert salesmanship, IFC memljers are awed by various IFC president Ed Edge and Kappa Sigma president Jim KuLschke
decorations adorning the traditional freshman beanies. discuss some of the new rush rules set up by IFC.
]uhn Van W inkle, Howard Conley, Jack Voris. Jack Xeusom. Ed Edge, Sam Ritchey.
SEA Interests Future Teachers
FIRST ROW : Sharon Harvey. Lynn Rosebrough, Judy W'yneken,
Jane If'ynegar, Ruihie Baber. Judy Craft. Sue Holder. Judith
Powell. Judy Stuckman. Suzanne Miller. Anne Szatkowski. SECOND
ROU : Tamie Lowe. Jill Cherry, Linda Trueb. Diane Feldkirchner,
Carolyn U'alanabe. Vicki Carter, Sandra Gardner, Trudy Mennen,
Sue Calvin. Susan Voigt. Judy Erskine. THIRD ROW : Phyllis
Fubvider, Cheryl Riser. Lee Ann Davis. Judy Hardin, Carol Orchard,
Cindy Tvo, Marilyn Meyers. Mary .inn Rambo. Emilv Stallings,
Rita Bradley. Becky Schechter. Kay Nicholson. FOURTH ROW:
Leslie Craig. Linda Anderson, Cherie Meeder, Barbara JP'irth, Kathy
Crosbie. Richard Soendlin, Becky Ashman. Linda Miller, Sheryl
Shepherd. Sully Barker, Cissy Esra, Jane McCinnis, Pat Slaughter.
To promote interest among students who might
become teachers and to inform these people of the
duties, services for, and organizations concerning
teachers, the Student Education Association spent
a profitable year.
Throughout the year monthly meetings were
planned to be of interest to future teachers. At the
December meeting a Christmas party was held for
under privileged children. In May the new of-
ficers took over and graduating SEA'ers were
honored.
Heading the group as president was Pam Lassiter.
Other officers were Nancy Riggs, vice-president;
Phyllis Alspach, secretary; Sandra Sotzing, trea-
surer; Kay Sandburg, editor; Sallyann Polivka,
memliership; Sarah Slyby, reporter-historian. Dr.
James Thomas and Professor Rooker served as
faculty sponsors.
OFFICP^RS: Kay Sandberg, Nancy Riggs, Sallyann Polivka, Pam Lassiter,
Sarah Slyby. Phyllis Alspach, Sandra Sotzing. ADVISERS: Dr. James Thomas
and Professor Rooker.
Clubs Advocate Friendship and Interest
Welwyn Club, now in its twenty-fifth year, was
founded to promote friendship among women on
campus, to stimulate interest in home economics, to
give members more knowledge of opportunities open
to home economists, and to publicize home eco-
nomics in the University and state. Welwyn, origi-
nally an old English term, means "Welcome." Of
primary interest to members was the study of in-
terior decoration, housing, foods, and clothing.
Officers this year were Susan Amos, president;
Patti Banos, vice-president; Kathy Andry, secre-
tary-treasurer. Mrs. Sara Porter served as faculty
adviser.
FIRST ROW': Sara Porter. Mary Lu Schroeder. Susan Amos, Emily Stallings,
Ann Lyon, Sue Deardorjf, Sandy Hill. Kaaren Knudson. SECO.\D ROW :
Regina Clancy, Linda Jones, Sally Manion, Chris Hudson, Sarah Johnson,
Karen Leonard, Cordia Tressler, Karen Syhester. THIRD ROW : Marianne
Alexander, Barb Bruder. Cherise Mader. Kathy Andry. Judy Kunz, Carol And-
erson, Pat Slaughter, Sandy McDevitt, Pam Schlueter, Marsha Roberts.
FIRST ROW': Professor E. L. Yeager. Melody Williams. Carolyn Bennett,
Heather Gri/fitt. Barbara Fleischer. SECOND ROW : Ginny Staley, Gayle
Augustine. Carol Anderson, Judy Vtterback, Kathy Drakulich, .-Inn Brase.
THIRD ROW': Ron Baumgart, Robert Bereman, Lanny Simpson, Thomas
Berling, Daniel Darnell.
By bringing to campus specialists who have found
psychology useful in their work, the Psychology
Club strived to promote interest in the study of this
field. Interest in the subject is the onlv prerequisite
for membership in the organization. A field trip to
Larue Carter Hospital and movies were planned
in addition to speakers.
Judy Ltterback led the group as president;
Melody Williams, vice-president; Gayle Augustine,
secretary; Heather Griffitt. treasurer; Kathy Mc-
Cracken, program chairman; Kathy Drakulich,
publicity chairman.
Groups Provide Needed Inspiration
|fPf^f»5«.^/»4i.'*
FIRST ROW : Sharon W'oodrulj. Joan Stewart, Sally
Gelow. Barb Bowe. Rita Jo Butz. Erin Rose. Susie
Bettis. SECO.\D ROW : Bob Neal. Bill Neher,
Jackie Nettle, Midge Dadd, Brooks Freeman, Ken
Ma.xfield. THIRD ROW : Ford Anderson. Stanley
May. Paul Koeneman. Bill VanNess, Mike Klippel,
John Blankenship, James K. LeSueur, campus min-
ister.
Religious Council strives to create and nurture a closer blend of spiritual faith among the stu-
dents at Butler. The Council is composed of one representative from each housing unit and re-
ligious group on campus. Officers this year were Joan Stewart, president; John Blankenship,
vice-president; Rita Jo Butz, recording secretary: Sharon Woodruff, corresponding secretary;
Jackie Hittle, treasurer. Dr. Robert Andry coordinated the group as adviser.
Discussions of movements and problems of churches are held frequently by members of Ichthus.
The officers this year were Dot Carmichael, president; Sally Gelow, vice-president; Robert Gray-
bill, treasurer.
FIRST ROW: Dot Carmichael, .Sally Geloiv. Erin
Rose. Stan Garvey, .4nn Cox. Margie McGee.
SECOND ROW: Ben Strasser, Dr. E. R. Andry,
William Nine. Robert Graybill, Professor F. 0.
Reisinger, Ben Ksiazek.
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M.S.M,, C.S.O. Aid Spiritual Aspect
Beginning the year with an open house for the
new members, the Christian Science Organization
spent an active year on the Butler campus.
An informal atmosphere pervaded the weekly
meetings held in Atherton Center. Officers pre-
sented lessons which were followed by group re-
marks and discussion of the practical uses of
Christian Science on the college campus.
This year's officers were Shannon Kelly, presi-
dent; Kathie Neaele, vice-president; Lisa Gatti,
secretary; Leslie Blair, treasurer; Kitty Grummann,
lecture chairman. Dr. Donald Wesley continued to
serve as faculty adviser.
FIRST ROB': Judy Lowe and Leslie Blaire. SECOND ROW : Kitty Grummann,
Dr. Wesley, Kathie Nedele, Shannon Kelly.
Active for four years on the Butler campus, the
Methodist Student Movement membership partici-
pates in state Methodist activities and in a sp^ecial
national conference. Membership is open to all
Methodist students and students interested in the
problems of religion.
Marcia Dickerson led the group as president.
Other officers included Alan Monroe, vice-
president; Sharon Pratt, secretary; ^Marvin Single-
ton, treasurer; Alice Barger, worship chairman.
Faculty adviser was Dr. Ray Stevens, and Dr.
Elbery C. Cole, pastor of the Xorth Methodist
Church, acted as director.
FIRST ROW: Alan Monroe, Bob Neel. Judy Hardin. Alice Barger. Lynn
Bland. SECOND ROW: Elbert C. Cole. Karlyn Thure, Marcia Dickerson,
Rick Stanton. Dr. R. Stevens.
A Memory Is a Tiny Remembrance
locked in the furthest edge of your mind . . . that stays tucked away
most of the time, coming out only on special occasions when
it appears on the wings of a careless remark
. . .
an idle hello . . .
or the routine cleaning of a desk drawer.
A pleasant memory can be so many things:
... a special person
... a personal triumph
... a certain place.
Butler is just such a certain place. A place, we suspect, that
holds a number of pleasant memories for you. Consider
. . .
that surprise phone call from a classmate in town for the day . . .
those athletic headlines on the evening sports page .
that forgotten history book that recalls a certain lecture,
or professor, or an exam that was particularly meaningful
. . .
Consider them, because these, and a million more like them, are the
tiny detonators to your memories of Butler. We know that by themselves
they mean little. For alone they cannot begin to
synthesize a pleasant memory of yours.
Precisely because it is yours, it belongs to no one
but you
. . . and no one can know what facet of it
makes you keep it—ageless, untarnished, and wrapped
in a sturdy cover of pleasure . . .
We, the Butler L ni\ersity Alumni Association, could wish you no
more
. . .
than that you have a million pleasant memories of Butler University.
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AFROTC Prepares Cadets for the Future
FIRST ROW : Les Smith, Denzel Waltman, Bill Burrotvs, Dan
Holtz, Frank Sherman, Dan Tepfer, Mike Allen, Jerry Douglas.
SECOND ROW: Gary Dean, Pat O'Donnell, Steve Ehrlich, Larry
Quick, Andy Anderson, Len Bochicchio, Larry Davis, Robbie Finch-
um, Steve Kitchen, Steve Plopper.
FIRST ROW : John Imbler, Joe Williams, Richard Clyne,
Thomas Austin. Larry Davis, Dan Tepjer, Dan Hollz, Frank
Sherman. SECOSD ROW: Larry Canter, Denzel Waltman,
Les Smith, Thomas Berling, Charles Simpson, Mike Keltey,
Mike Breslin, Ken Griffey. Captain Wayne Nast. THIRD
ROW : Jack Woelfel, Steve Ehrlich, Pat O'Donnell. Bill
Burroics, Don Smith, Glenn Miller, Robert Palmer, Paul
Sicken, Jr.
Group Commander Frank Sherman and Captain Nast balance
the scales.
These are the men who lead the Aerospace studies at Butler.
FIRST ROW : Dennis Grotruin. Chuck Dennison, Bill Lute. John
Hupp. Rick Rayle. Mike Kelley. Thomas Austin. SECOND ROW :
Bill Bateman. Charles Simpson, John Blankenship, Art Meikel, Larry
Golomb. Larry Fairchild. Larry Elstro. Tom Berling. THIRD ROW :
Bob Oyler. Mike Klippel. Ray Ratujik. Ken Grijfey, Chuck George,
Robert Palmer. Don Smith, Joel Hirsch.
FIRST ROW : John Chappehu. Dun Mahler. Don Deiereux. Rich-
ard Graham. Paul Giantonio. Dennis Hamby. SECOi\D ROW : Jack
W oeljel. Ray Rutajik. Bill Lute. Larry Davis. Commander. Robert
Palmer. Joel Hirsch. Jay Fansler. Terry Macy. THIRD ROW : Vern
Oierturf. Ken Tatman. Larry Ganler. Terry Chandler. Joe W illiams.
John Imbler, Richard Johnson. Rich Clyne, Ralph Dodds, Rupert
Kreisher. John Hommes. John Greene. Dun .Miller. Jay Larkin. John
Hession. Robert Harrison. FOIRTH ROW: Stan Minnick. John
Fogg. Phil Stickels. Richard Williams. Bill Patterson. Phil Hay,
Dumen Perry. Robert Catus, George Phariss. Phil Love. Rich Jordan,
Earl W onning, Don McAllister.
DRIFT Focuses Upon Fulfillment of Self
The DRIFT office comes alive in early Scj»-
tcmlicr and remains a hustling center of activity
for a gallant few until the final deadlines are
met. Creating a yearbook is a ne'ver-ending job
for the editors and the staff; it is a constant
source of wonder, worr)', and hard work. The
purpose of an annual is to relate a storv'—
a
story of acti\ity, of participation, and of learn-
ing. But the most important element of the
story is an elite group of people who bring
the story and the university to life. The stu-
dents who comprise the DRIFT staff are a
very small part of this elite group, but an im-
portant part. Under the direction of Colonel
John Barron, these students are able to give
to you an account of the story in which you
play an integral part.
Ina Sue Cross, editor-in-chief
-MlR
Sara Stoner, managing editor
Maicia Pinkstaff, managing editor
Bob Oyler, head photographer
Brad Piniak, art editor
Berta Cheesman, Emily Slallings, Rick Norris: photographers
Sylvia Tung, business manager
J\
Cheryl Ri--i-r, Nancy Davis. Andy Cluley; student life
Tom Owens, Nora Campbell; sports
Carolyn Snavely, Ginny Hageboeck; organizations
Susan Blind. Jane McGinnis. Dianne Arbeiter: index
Karen Klink Heads 1964-65 COLLEGIAN
Karen Klink, editor and Col. John Barron, adviser
i^tde.
Craig Ito, managing editor Norm Spradlin, business manager
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Chip Dillon and Sara Stoner, social editors, discuss (?) the latest cani[Hi>
The journalism department prepares a semi-weekly publication of the Butler
COLLEGIAN, the University's student newspaper. The staff includes managing,
business, sports, city, and social editors. "El Politico," "The Gadfly," and "Chip
Off The Ole' Stone" are regular columns in the paper featuring politics, opinions,
and social news.
Heading the staff as editor-in-chief was Karen Klink assisted by Craig Ito as
managing editor. Colonel John Barron served again as publications adviser.
Barbara Rickman, city editor, helps prepare
another Butler COLLEGUiN.
Dick Cote, photographer, snaps the front-page
picture for the lead story.
Jack Squire, Nell Haifley, and Mike Cook arrange the
various articles for the COLLEGIAN.

Housing
A home away from home away from home where life-
long friendships are made typify the residences of Butler
University.
Butler students reside in one of sixteen housing units
on campus including six sorority houses, eight fraternity
houses, and the men's and women's dorms. Approximately
one-half of the total enrollment lives on campus. Many
of the units have included new additions to accommodate
Butler's increasing number of out-of-town students.
Alpha Chis Awarded Cheer Drive Trophy
The lyre adorns the front door of Alpha Chi Omega.
Mrs. Marie Burkhart is Alpha Chi housemother.
Alpha Chi Omega . . . founded nationally at DePauw University, October 15, 1885 ... at Butler in
1925 . . . local chapter, Alpha Chi ... 38 actives ... 21 pledges . . . scarlet and olive green . . . red
carnation . . . "Together, let us seek the heights" . . . Trudy Mennen, president . . . Kathy Andry, 1st
vice-president . . . Tina Wendling, 2nd vice-president . . . Sally Manion. recording secretary . . . Suzanne
Jackson, corresponding secretary . . . Beth Davis, treasurer . . . Dee Hunt, rush . . . Sandee Christopher,
social . . . Alpha Lambda Delta junior adviser . . . Chimes president . . . Spurs president . . . SEA presi-
dent . . . WRA treasurer . . . Junior Class secretary . . . Welwyn Club vice-president, secretary . . . Color
Guard captain . . . Geneva Stunts winner, 1964 . . . Sigma Chi Derby Day winner . . . Cheer Drive winner
. . .
Housemother, Mrs. Marie Burkhart . . . served 4 years.
I
Keeping those trophies polished is a "must! Alpha Chis will verify thai Stunts requires constant practice.
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FIRST ROW: Judy Wilson, Barb Bailey, Connie Nelson, Cathy
HoTSt, Nancy Gillis, Leslie Blaire, Pam Lassiter, Cheryle Thomas.
SECOND ROW: Sallyann Polivka, Suzanne Jackson, Kathy
Andry, Trudy Mennen, Tina Wendling, Sally Manion, Dee Hunt.
THIRD ROW: Midge Dadd, Jeanie Eickhorst, Sandy Garr, Karen
Averitt, Nancy Henthorn, Patti Jo Andreas. Liza Gatti, CarolyTi
Snavely, Judy Thomas, Jane Auguslerjer. FOURTH ROW: Jane
White, Judy Craft, Kaye Higgs, Criss Cross, Patti Banos, Sandee
Christopher, Cissy Esra, Sandra Gardner, Judy Erskine, Vicki
Carter, Beth Davis.
FIRST ROW: Paula Oppenheim, Jane Rush, Carol Ber-
tram, Bobbie Eskew, Channa Beth Vosloh, Sue Colvin.
SECOND ROW: Carol Lowman, Sydney Servies, Becky
Schechter, Kay Nicholson, Janni Cox, Phyllis Fulwider,
Marcia Finke. THIRD ROW: Nancy Scukanec, Susan
Spicer, Connie McClain, Sandy Baker, f'icky Wright, Dee
Feldkirchner, .-inne Szatkowski.
Delta Gamma Boasts AFROTC Air Angel
The golden Anchor adorns the door of the D.G. house.
Mrs. LaVeta Myer is the D.G. housemother.
Delta Gamma . . . founded nationally in 1873 at Lewis Institute, O.xford, Mississippi . . . locally in 1925
. . . local chapter. Alpha Tau ... 30 actives ... 23 pledges . . . bronze, pink blue . . . cream-colored
rose . . . DRIFT editor . . . DRIFT managing editor . . . COLLEGIAN editor . . . COLLEGIAN co-social ed-
itor . . . Spurs . . . Chimes . . . Mortar Board . . . Who's Who . . . YR president . . . YD secretary . . . Cheer-
leader captain . . . Butler Geneva Stunts Chairman . . . .SEA editor . . . Air Angel . . . YWCA secretary . . .
Senior class treasurer . . . Half-Time Honeys . . . TKE Favorite . . . Derby Day Queen . . . Outstanding
TBS pledge . . . Janice Gwinn, president . . . Karen Klink, pledge trainer . . . Jill Garbutt, standards . . .
Suzi DeBoy, recording secretary . . . Sue Witt, corresponding secretary . . . Lisa Schulte, treasurer . . . Ina
Cross, rush . . . Housemother, Mrs. LaVeta Myer . . . served for 4 years.
Sandy McDevitt, Nancy Custer, and Shelly Hartung enjoy the use Visiting during semester break typifies Delta Gamma sisterhood,
of the new ping pong table, a Christmas present from their alumnae.
FIRST ROW : Ina Sue Cross, Carol Beck, Janie Parks, Kay
Sandberg, Carolyn Phares, Nan Hunner. SECOND ROW: Suzi
DeBoy, Lisa Schulte, Karen Klink, Janice Givinn, Jill Garbult,
Dana Carter, Sue Witt. THIRD ROW: Gail Augustine, Sue
Sherry. Cinny Hagebueck, Sue Cerringer, .^undy McDeiitt, Kitsy
Plavcan, Pat Iridn. FOURTH ROW : Sally Gelou, Mary Sue
Stranahan, Nell Haijley, Roberta Cheesman, Gail Bryant, Jenny
Strasser.
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FIRST ROW: Stacia White, Karen Roudabush,
Carole Dormal, Carol Mount, Shelly Hartung,
Renee Wheeler. SECOND ROW: Paula Taylor,
Dorothy Smith, Elise Nebel, .-inn Erase, Margo
Kolecki, Charlene Foster, Carly Fox. THIRD
ROW: Bronwynn Riepple, Janet Blake, Laurie
Miller. Karen Leonard. Sharon Pratt, PegsY Foul-
er. FOURTH ROW : Nancy Custer, Martha Maas,
Nancy Bear, Chris Whitmore.
Delta Delta Delta Claims AWS President
Snow blankets the front lawn of the Tri Delt house.
Tri Delt housemother is Mrs. Anna Fitzgerald.
Delta Delta Delta . . . founded in 1888 at Boston University . . . local chapter. Delta Lambda, founded in
1914 . . . "Let us steadfastly love one another" . . . silver, gold, and blue . . . pansy ... 30 actives ... 20
pledges . . . Ginny Staley. president . . . Marilyn Wood, vice-president . . . Nancy Fletcher, recording sec-
retary . . . Betty Steinmetz, corresponding secretary . . . Phyllis Betz, treasurer . . . Margaret Flanagan,
rush . . . Who's Who . . . AWS president . . . WRA corresponding secretary . . . Mu Phi Epsilon president,
vice-president . . . Freshman Class secretary . . . Junior Panhellenic vice-president . . . Mortar Board sec-
retary . . . SEA reporter . . . Air Angel Court . . . YR secretary . . . Tau Beta Sigma . . . Alpha Lambda
Delta . . . Half-Time Honeys . . . Jazz Festival . . . Pansy Breakfast . . . Housemother, Mrs. Anna Fitz-
gerald . . . served for two years.
Connie Miser and Nancy Wiler give Santa Claus a hearty tug Popcorn popped over an open fire is the best remedy for a blustery
winter night.
FIRST ROW: Gail Biemolt, Lee Longer, Jan Huesing. Margi
Flanagan. SECOND ROW : Kathy Norris. Marcia Dickerson, Ginnv
Staley, Marilyn Wood, Phyllis Alspach, Betsy Hoge. THIRD ROW:
Nancy WHer. Yvonne Bojrab. Suruh Slyby. .Mary Master, Mimi
Crannell, .4nne Florian. FOURTH ROW : Kitty Vannice, Ann
Dettwiler, Gay Dorstewitz, Ann Foster, Phyllis Betz.
FIRST ROW: Margie Krider, Phyllis Hoover,
Elizabeth Stuart. Diane Ulrich. Sue Hussev. .-Inn
Arthur. SECOND ROW: Sally Barker, Barb Bowe,
Karlyn Thure, Margie Lewis, Connie Miser, Judy
Brannen. THIRD ROW: Sue Stveely. Judy Hardin,
Susan Gascho. Charlotte W alker, Judy Wall, Lynn
Bland.
Theta Captures Sigma Chi Panhel Trophy
The ivy-covered Theta house awaits a brand-new addition.
The Theta housemother is Mom Cordry.
Kappa Alpha Theta . . . founded nationally in 1870 at Depaiiw I ni\ ersity . . . local chapter, Gamma,
foimded in 187 1 . . . black and gold . . . black and gold pansy ... 37 actives ... 21 pledges . . . Joanna
Dye, president . . . Susie Puett, 1st vice-president . . . Barb Beckley, 2nd vice-president . . . Sarah Wang,
corresponding secretary . . . Diane Lamar, recording secretary . . . Debbie Staiger. treasurer . . . Nora
Campbell, rush . . . Linda Jordon, social . . . Sigma Chi Panliellenic Trophy . . . DRIFT Beauty Queen
. . . Air Angel Court . . . DRIFT managing editor . . . DRIFT section editors . . . Mortar Board president
. . . Chimes historian . . . Spurs secretary . . . YWCA president . . . WRA advisory board, sports council
. . . cheerleaders . . . MSS editor . . . Who's Who . . . Phi Kappa Phi . . . TKE, Sigma Nu, Kappa Sig
sweethearts . . . Sigma Chi favorite . . . Housemother, Mrs. Vera Cordry . . . served for two years.
Whoops! There go ten
more badly needed
points.
Theta pledges proudly exhibit the Sigma Chi Trophy.
FIRST ROW: Susie Bettis, Nora Campbell, Susan Anderson,
Linda Wallace, Karen Sylvester, Niki Curtis, Mimi Plaschke. SEC-
OND ROW: Marcia Pinkstajj, Sarah Wang, Debbie Staiger, Diane
Lamar, Joanna Dye, Susie Puett, Barbara Beckley, Judy Johnson.
THIRD ROW: Shelley Groves, Sandy Boyd, Nancy Davis, Ann
Cluley, Jane McCabe, Sandy Donovan. Elaine Collier, Cheryl Riser,
Shannon Kelly. FOURTH' ROW: Becky Williams, Barbara Zally,
Jeni Fryback, Laura Lee Harvey, Judy Nicholas, Lou Sebastian,
Chris Keiser, Hilary Stout, Karen Ponader.
FIRST ROW: Jean Greenfield, Dianne Arbeiter, Jane
McGinnis, Jeanne Monser, Lee Davis. SECOND ROW:
Patricia Miller, Susan Gerdan, Eve Jones, Susan Collins,
Polly Palmer, Barbara Howard, Janice Battenberg.
THIRD ROW: Susie Blind. Margy Gerrity. Nancy Cohee,
Diane Meyer, Joan Padalik, Carolyn Blue, Manie Shaver,
Susan Crane.
Kappas Share Honors for Merit Trophy
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The home of Kappa Kappa Gamma features the "singing windows."
The Kappa housemother is Mrs. Matalea Wilhoyte.
Kappa Kappa Gamma . . . founded nationally October 13, 1870 at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illi-
nois . . . local chapter, Mu, founded January 2, 1878 . . . light blue and dark blue . . . fleur-de-lis ... 36
actives ... 22 pledges . . . Rita Jo Martin, president . . . Ruth Helen Killion, 1st vice-president . . . Mari-
lyn Delehanty, 2nd vice-president . . . Nancy Bushnell. ncording secretary . . . Pam Ruggieri, correspond-
ing secretary . . . Judy Wyneken, treasurer . . . Judy Johnston, rush . . . Panhellenic president . . .
SNEA vice-president . . . AWS treasurer . . . Alpha Lambda Delta president . . . Mortar Board vice-
president . . . Spurs vice-president . . . Air Angel Court . . . COLLEGIAN Social Editor . . . Cheer Drive
winner . . . Housemother, Mrs. Matalea Wilhoyte . . . served for 13 years.
Kappas look forward lo a new addition.
Two Kappas peek out from behind their symbolic
owl.
FIRST ROW: Betsy Steele. Rita Jo Butz. Mary Jane Allison,
Nancy Riggs. Cindy Tyo. Brenda Grimme. Sharon Harvey. SEC-
OND ROW : Jackie Ray. Judy W'yneken, Ruth Helen Killion, Rita
Jo Martin, Marilynn Delehanty, Pam Ruggieri, Nancy Bushnell.
THIRD ROW: Charm Thomas, Jane Wynegar, Maria Lantz,
Sheryl Shepherd, Chip Dillon. Linda Miller. Sue Holder. Chris
Swarts. Susan McNew. Barbara Rickman. FOURTH ROW: Susie
Dietz, Ruth Baber. Carole Orchard. Vicki Reynolds, Sally Butler,
Tammy Lowe, Kathy Zimlich. Judy Johnson.
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FIRST ROW: Jackie .4ngell, Sherry Rhynehart. Diana
Landis, Lynn Roseborough. Anne Beyer, Carol Thompson.
SECOND ROW: Ginny Sittler, Diane Propstra,' Betsy
Rissler, Becky Blocksom, Kathy Crosbie, Susan yoigt.
Liz Kenney. THIRD ROW : Leslie Crtsler, .Mary Ed Hor-
ner. Carolyn Howard, Cathy Jourdan, Linda Bruington,
Janyll Booth. Dale Six, Terrie Heimbrodt, Mary Ann
Tinder. Patt Kelleher.
Pi Beta Phi Wins Scholarship Trophy
Stately pillars frame the spacious porch of Fi Beta Phi. Miss Harriet Freeman is the new housemother.
Pi beta Phi . . . founded nationally in 1867 at Monmouth College, Monmouth, Illinois . . . locally in
1897 . . . local chapter, Gamma . . . 10 actives ... 18 pledges . . . wine and silver blue . . . wine carna-
tion . . . Diane Gable, president . . . Karen Merkey, vice-president . . . Rosann Shields, recording secre-
tary . . . Barb Bruder. corresponding secretary . . . Joan Poole, treasurer . . . Judy Rodney, rush . . .
Carolyn McCoy, social . . . WRA president . . . AWS vice-president . . . Welwyn Club president . . .
Sophomore Class secretary . . . Panhellenic vice-president . . . Young Democrats secretary . . . Pemm Club
president .
. .
Religious Council president . . . Housemother, Mom Freeman . . . first year.
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FIRST ROW: Jan Clare. Norlin Hartley. Carolyn McCoy, Emily
Stallings, Carol Turheville, Evelyn Martin, Kathy Carr. SEC-
OND ROW: Joan Poole, Rosann Shields, Judy Rodney, Diane
Gable. Karen Merkey, Barb Bruder. Kaaren Knudson. THIRD
ROW: Roberta Bowsher, Molly Mehagan, Mary Ann Levine,
Judy Hopkins, Kathy Briggs, Carol Causey, Shelia Mojjet, Sue
Amos. Muriunn Alexander. Ellamarie Stoujjer. Kathie ^edele,
Beth Weir. FOl'RTH ROW: Janine Billings. Marilyn .Meyers. Judy
Lone, Lynetle Kiejfer, Mary Duckuall. Joan Rasmussen, Christie
Hudson, Dixie Trittschuh, Sue W eater. Sue Sleidinger, Patsy
Hadley.
FIRST ROW: Gloria Osmon. Pat Nolt. Jacque Bahbs.
Linda CrowL Merrily Berg. SECOND ROW: Pat Slaugh-
ter, Becky Wells, Annie Habig, Barb Stearns, Jackie Clare,
Sue Osgood. THIRD ROW : [.:-:.;.: (--::. c.':. Lynn Stein-
hour, Sandy Hill. Judy Gill. Sandy Schwomeyer, .4nn Bat-
dorf, Mary Batdorf.
The Women of Trianon Unite To Build
Trianon members meet and socialize in their room in Atherton.
Mrs. Karl Means serves as the Trianon housemother.
Trianon
. . . founded in 1929 at the University of Cincinnati . . . 1929 here ... 16 actives ... 6 pledges
. . .
blue and gold
. . . sunburst rose . . . "We unite to build" . . . Sandra Sotzing, president . . . Jackie
Hittle, vice-president . . . Cordia Tressler, recording secretary
. . . Sharon Grogan, corresponding secre-
tary
. . . Judy Powell, treasurer . . . Mary Andis, rush
. . . Lambda Kappa Sigma president . . . SEA
treasurer
. . . WRA vice-president . . . WRA advisory board . . . Religious Council treasurer . . . Who's
Who . . . Chimes . . . Psychology Club . . . Housemother, Mrs. Karl Means.
Two Trianon girls examine a copy of the 1963 DRIFT.
A screen turns one corner into a dressing room
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FIRST ROW: Pat Leerkamp, Judy Stuckman, Judi Utterback.
SECOND ROW: Sharon Grogan, Jackie Hittle, Sandra Sotzing,
Cordia Tressler. Judith Powell. THIRD ROW: Sue Miller,
Vetters, Mary Andis, Janet Broun, Palti Burger.
FIRST ROW: Kathleen Ann Rhoades, Judy Coleman, Nancy Howell, Carol Norris, Carole Mazur.
Delta Tau Delta Claims IM Trophy
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The home of Delta Tail Delta sports a new pillared-porch.
Mom Elliot is housemother for the Delts.
Delta Tau Delta . . . founded nationally at Bethany College in Virginia in 1858 . . . locally in 1875 . . .
local chapter. Beta Zeta ... 22 actives ... 28 pledges . . . Frank Louis, president . . . Dennis Lovell, vice-
president . . . Gene Heath, corresponding secretary . . . Bob Cargill. treasurer . . . Dennis Grotron, pledge
trainer . . . Freshman Class vice-president . . . Presidents Council president . . . Sophomore Class vice-
president . . . Sphinx secretary . . . Greek representative on Discipline Board . . . Kappa Psi president . . .
All Sports Trophy . . . YMCA secretary . . . Who's Who . . . Most Eligible Bachelor runner-up . . . Trik-la-
tron . . . Sweetheart, Marcia Hockett . . . Housemother, Mrs. Ada Elliot . . . served for 3 years.
Pledges Jay Larkin and Steve Spruill display their interior deco-
rating talents.
"Tomorrow we HAVE to study."
FIRST ROW^: Kirby Kavsen, Robert Cargill, Denis Lovell, Frank
Louis, Dick Forsythe, Gene Heath, Dr. Webster. SECOND ROW:
Brad Piniak, Gordon Klaivitter, John Bak, Steve Kovatch, Bruce
Hazelett. Dennis Grotrain, Jeff Brodine. THIRD ROW: Start
Graber, Gilbert Potts, Steve Jones, Pete Kambiss, Gary yiezgozki.
Jack Raganyi, Bill Grosbach.
FIRST ROW: John Hommes, Jay Larkin, Toby Stan, Bob
Tigar, Don McCallister, Larry Beaman. SECOND ROW:
Larry Blagg, Steve Spruill, Ryan Hainey, Don Lavore,
Steve Lorentzen. Dave Miller. THIRD ROW: Terry Dooley,
Alan Armstrong, Bill Sherry, Jim Burke, Mel Piejo, Lee
Price.
1^
Kappa Sigma Places First in House Decs
The Kappa Sig house is the beginning of Fraternity Row.
Mom Sweet always has a welcoming smile for her boys.
Kappa Signia . . . founded nationally at the University of Virginia on December 10, 1869 . . . founded
at Butler in 1949 . . . local chapter, Epsilon Omicron ... 57 actives ... 20 pledges . . . scarlet, white,
and emerald green . . . lily of the valley ... Ed Edge, president . . . Rod Schwartz, vice-president . . .
Jim Kutschke, treasurer . . . Bob Rossman, secretary . . . Jeff Cougill, pledge trainer . . . Dave Reese, so-
cial . . . Gordon Tabor, rush . . . IFC president . . . Blue Key . . . Utes . . . Sphinx . . . Kappa Psi . . . Phi
Delta Chi . . . Kappa Kappa Psi . . . Geneva Stunts winner. 1964 . . . Homecoming House Decorations win-
ner, 1964 . . . Christmas Orphan's Party . . . Sweetheart, Cheryl Riser . . . Housemother, Mrs. Julia Sweet
. . . has served for 16 years.
Randy Foxworthy takes time to call home to say hello to Mom and
Dad.
What's this. . .the beginning of a new wing?
i-Hi
FIRST ROW: John Busbv. Jim Kutschke. Joe Purichia. Jeff Cou-
gill. SECOND ROW: Bruce Klippel. Rod Schwartz. Don Hadtey,
Ron Iwema. Randy Foxworthy. Dave Sanders. John Marshall, John
Blankenship. THIRD ROW : Bill Boyle. Joe Dezelan, Lowell Fisher,
iT>
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Larry Elstro, Ron McGraiv. Rod Winching. Don Ellison. Ken Foster,
Glenn Jacob. Gordon Tabor. Jim Feb. FOURTH ROW: Jim Hohlt,
Bob Walker. Barry Collison. Jon Crosley, Mike Hendren, Tom
Meyers. Jim Miller. Bill Graves.
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FIRST ROW: Ed .Irchibald. Mck .Idams. Vick Wukoiits.
Scott Cooper, Dick If rennick, Paul Giantonio, Eric Isaacs.
SECOND ROW: Denny Godby. Garry White. Dar. Tooker,
Gary Faust. Pat Gariey. Jim Wacker, Jim Kopernak.
L
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Lambda Chis Sponsor DRIFT Bachelor
The Lambda Chi house will soon have a new addition.
This is Mom Door's first year as housemother.
Lambda Chi Alpha . . . founded November 2, 1909 at Boston College . . . here at Butler in 1915 . .
local chapter. Alpha Alpha ... 29 actives ... 35 pledges . . . purple, green, and gold . . . white rose . .
"Every man a man"—"Naught without labor" . . . Dave Johnston, president . . . Dave Shadel, vice-presi
dent . . . Barry Butler, secretary . . . Jim Barr, treasurer . . . Dick Dullaghan and Jerry Butler, rush . .
Bob Millican, social . . . Blue Key secretary . . . Sphinx . . . Utes . . . Junior Class president . . . IFC vice
president . . . Football MVP . . . Most Eligible Bachelor . . . Drum Major . . . Kappa Kappa Psi . .
Watermelon Bust . . . Spook Dance . . . Orphan's Christmas Party . . . Housemother Kidnap . . . House
mother, Mrs. Mina Door . . . first year.
Pledges are required to do all sorts of odd jobs. Lambda Chi mascot Sam has a pretty easy life.
% f f rf. t f ir s\
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f//?Sr «0r: //o»cr(/ Conley. Hill Ciirr. Dick Canada. Run Mc-
Granahan. Doug Montanaro. Ken Kendall. Rick Parks. Greg Lucas,
Jim Eager. SECOND ROW : Dick Phillips. Ivan Schell. Bob Kristen-
son. Ron Burke. Terry Chandler. John Hilton. Bob Millican. Dick
Graham. Mike Graves. THIRD ROW: Tom Schulz. Bill Lubawy,
Dave Patterson. Terry Macy, Jim Barr, Ron Luken, Bill Grimes,
Bill Lute. Mike .\orman. Barry Butler. Tom Base. Sieve Ganlz.
Larry Davis. Tom Zentz. Fred Hatfield. FOURTH ROr : Jim Dis-
ney. Bill Woodruff. Jon Hamilton. Ken Sicisher. Gary Cleveland.
Dave Shadel, Dick Dullaghan. Jerry Butler. Sieve Carroll. .Mike
Klippel, Bob Stiles. Rich Franck. Jerry Armstrong. Phil Slickels.
FIRST ROW: Ken Meek. Doug W ininger. Don Crane,
John Trevaskis. Larry If ilkinson. SECOND ROW : Gary
Pelton. Mike Carr. Vern Overturf. Paul Sivink. Chuck Cas-
ivell. Damon Perry.
1S9
Sigma Nus Advance Campus Social Life
The Sigma Nus have the most modern fraternity house on campus.
Mora Davis is the Sigma Nu housemother.
Sigma Nu . . . founded nationally at VMI, Lexington, Virginia, 1869 . . . local chapter, Epsilon Mu,
founded in 1926 ... 24 actives ... 24 pledges . . . black, white, gold . . . white rose . . . "To believe in
the love of life, to walk in the way of honor and to serve in the light of truth" . . . Rebel ... J. Michael
Kelley, commander . . . Jack Pollock. Lt. commander . . . Chris lies, recorder . . . Marc Weiss, treasurer
. . . Art Truman, pledge trainer . . . John Hepburn, rush chairman . . . IFC treasurer . . . Sophomore
Class treasurer . . . Most Eligible Bachelor runner-up . . . Geneva Stunts 1964, runner-up . . . All-Campus
Twist Dance . . . Sweetheart, Sandi Boyd . . . Housemother, Mrs. Grace L. Davis . . . served for 8 years.
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Brothers extend welcome hand of friendship.
Two pledges take their girls on a tour.
FIRST ROW: Marc Weiss. Jack Pollock, Mike Kelley, Chris
lies. SECOND ROW: Jack Calabrese, Kent Maxfield, John
Hepburn, Lanny Simpson, George Steivart, Art Truman, Johnny
Johnston. THIRD ROW: Jerry Roesener. Ken
Perry, Frank Ernst, John King, Chuck George.
FIRST ROW: Greg Reagan. Lance IThyle. Ken Rainey,
Larry Rasener. SECOND ROW: John Peck. Howie Kredo,
Cal Koeppel, Terry Hill, Paul Jayson, Bob Sweet. Don
Devereux, Jim Stewart, Gordy Ulsh, Mike Hatfield. THIRD
ROW: Bob Stauderman. Dan .4x. Date Teeter, Ron Dalies,
John Chappelow, Steve Payne, Bill Yantiss, Ralph Ogden,
Bob Catus, Ralph Eaton.
Sigma Chis Portray Campus Spirit
The Sigma Chi house is one of the largest fraternity houses on campus.
Mrs. Ruby Hoffman has been Sig "Mom" for 18 years.
Chi nationally founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio in 1855 . . . locally in 1865
local chapter, Rho ... 48 actives ... 26 pledges . . . blue and old gold . .
you shall conquer" . . . Freshman class president . . . Junior class treasurer
Key secretary . . . Ltes treasurer . . . 1_ tes secretary . . . IFC secretary .
. . . Football captain . . . Most Typical Freshman Boy . . . Who's Who . .
Trophy . . . Butch Sutton, president . . . Steve Peck, vice-president . . . Dean Carbone, recording secre-
tary . . . Gene Milner, corresponding secretary . . . Newell Easley, treasurer . . . Steve Plopper, pledge
trainer . . . Harold Fogelberg, rush . . . Sweetheart, Mary Duckwall . . . Housemother, Mrs. Ruby Hoff-
man . . . served for 18 years.
white rose . . . "In this sign
. . B-Mens president . . . Blue
. Religious Council president
Derby Day . . . Panhellenic
Sigmas Chis Steve Peck and Mike Moss "would ratlier fight than
switch."
The sharing of knowledge is valuable during finals.
FIRST ROW: Newell Easley, Tim Jackson, Steve Gross, Dave Sut-
phin. Butch Sutton. SECOND ROW: Harold Fogelberg, Gene Mil-
ner. Rick Hardivick. Rich Keal, Chuck Puntillo. Bill Mitchell, Al
Aspinall. THIRD ROW: Charlie Fargo, Ed Schilling, Jim Heston,
Lyle Milschelen, Larry Fuirchild. John i'anU inkle. Charlie Wells,
Steve Peck, Tom Sayer. FOURTH ROW: Bob Meyer, Chris Mathis,
Dave Priest, Bill Neher, Ron Quigg, Bill Bateman, Tom lozzo.
FIRST ROW : Dan Wojcik. Mike Ward, Bill Mauck.
Damon Gates. Max Chambers. SECOND ROW: Van
Bailey. Tuny Mathews, Brul Turner, Bob Campbell, Don
Danker. Mike Craycratt. THIRD ROW: Darrell Dalies,
Bob Mclntire. John Krajt, Jack Hanafee, Dennis Thomp-
son, Don U all.
Loyalty Is Embodied in TKE Ideals
The fraternity rock identifies the home of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Mom Repucci has served as housemother for two year.
Tau Kappa Epsilon . . . founded nationally on January 10, 1899 at Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloom-
ington, Illinois . . . local chapter. Gamma Psi, founded in 1951 . . . cherry and gray ... red carnation . . .
32 actives ... 20 pledges . . . Jim Johnston, president . . . Dan Warfel, vice-president . . . Dennis Mc-
Creary, secretary . . . Rich Fowler, treasurer . . . Richard Meldrum, historian . . . Brooks Freeman, pledge
trainer . . . Blue Key president . . . Senior Class president . . . Student Council treasurer . . . Utes presi-
dent . . . TKE Freak Contest . . . Housemother, Mrs. Bertha Repucci . . . served for two years.
A pledge sheepishly hands Dave Parker his trench coat.
Any TKE will verify that football is a favorite pastime.
FIRST ROW : Dick House. Terry Smith. Jim Johnston, Dave Parker.
Gary Meunier. Dick Meldrum. SECOND ROW: John Pryzbyl. Bob
Crawford, Rick Olson, Stan May, Rick Norris, Dennis McCreery,
Joel Ehrlich. Dun Warfel. THIRD ROW: Steve Keiser. Jell Lam-
ber. Denny Landsman, Rich Fowler, Brooks Freeman, Bill Slouring,
Randy Sheets.
FIRST ROlf : Jack Kokinda. Steve East. Kent Lange. Joe
Crauiord. Jerry Yergler. Mck Bokron. SECOND ROW:
Wayne Kachelriess, Charles Monozo, Tom Cresin, Jim
Coaehys. Jim Hysong. THIRD ROW: Steve Cole,
Hurtsock. Steve Lustina. Barry Kranich.
Ralph
Phi Delts Contribute to Community
The Phi Delt cattle ids the corner of Clarendon and Hampton.
Mom Gooding is a real Phi Delt sweetheart.
Phi Delta Theta . . . founded nationally December 26, 1848, at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio . . .
local chapter. Indiana Gamma, founded in 1859 ... 47 actives ... 31 pledges . . . azure and argent . . .
white carnation . . . Lon Showley, president . . . George Bloom, vice-president . . . Bill Van Ness, secre-
tary . . . Ron Captain, treasurer . . . Tom Owens, house manager . . . Tim Short, pledge trainer . . .
YMCA president, vice-president . . . Spring Sing chairman . . . Sophomore Class president . . . DRIFT
sports editor . . . YR vice-president . . . Utes vice-president . . . Kappa Kappa Psi vice-president . . . Phi
Eta Sigma president . . . Operation Community Improvement chairman . . . Fall Outing . . . Housemother,
Mrs. Virginia Gooding . . . served for 16 years.
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It looks as though the brothers are a little hesitant about
using the second bunk.
Phikeia Marino gives Kent Harris and Larry Dawson
a piano lesson.
FIRST ROW : John Fogg, Paul Koeneman. Steve Harpold, Jim
Pope. Larry Dawson. Tom Farnam. Steve Schneider. Mick W'ilke.
SECOND ROW: Tom Ouens. Frank Knight, Jeff Davis, Bill Van
Ness, George Bloom, Kent Harris. Don Thompson, Joe Kenney,
Jim Short. THIRD ROW: Dave Cranjill, Jerry Bond, Jim Ellis,
Doug Scott. Mike Cook. Jim Lyon. Jerry Harvey. Bob Harrison,
Chuck Venetti. Tom Woody. FOURTH ROW: Jerry Decius. Bob
Willian. Tim Short. .41 Seefeldt. Larry Hall. Phil Jackson. Mickey
Scott, Bill Broun, Ron Salatich, Larry Golomb, Lon Shouley.
FIRST ROW : Phil Love. Don Click, Dick Stone. Jim
Niedig. Randy Lamb. Steve Jacks. Steve Van Horn. SEC-
OND ROW : Harry Frick. John Nell, Steve Harris. Jim
Tucker, Chuck Bontrager, Jim Johnson, Ted Butz. Gordon
Hopp. THIRD ROW : Mike Vincent. Jim Ely, Doug
Bunch. Jon King. Steve Petross. Ron Kniola. Vince Mier-
nicki. Tay Ruthenburg. Lee .Marino. FOLRTH ROW:
Bob Pierce, George Phariss, Don Mahler. Jack Guerin, Tim
Borne, Skip Faulty, Greg Bradley.
Phi Kaps Claim Hilton U. Brown Award
A festive bow adorns the front door of Phi Kappa Theta.
Mom Martins has served for six years.
Phi Kappa Theta . . . Theta Kappa Phi founded October 1, 1919 at Lehigh University . . . Phi Kappa
founded in 1889 at Brown . . . merged May 1959 at Ohio University . . . Butler chapter, Indiana Alpha
Kappa ... 20 actives ... 9 pledges . . . purple, white, and gold . . . Ophelia rose . . . Emmet Sabatine,
president . . . James Lenburg. vice-president . . . Art Beck, treasurer . . . Pat Baker, secretary . . . Jack
Woelfel, rush . . . Ron Gorski, pledge trainer . . . Hilton U. Brown Award . . . Pushniobile race winner . . .
TKE Freak Contest winner . . . Phi Mu Alpha pledge class president . . . Phi Mu Alpha pledge trainer
. . . Triad Club president . . . Senior Class vice-president . . . Housemother, Mrs. Bonita Martins . . .
served for 6 years.
House decs present no problem for carpenter Gorski. Emmet Sabatine and Ron Gorski put new trophies in their case.
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FIRST ROW: Jim Durcan. Ted Hinkle, Ray Gray, Emmet Saba- McGuire. Paul Miller, Jim Lenburg. Mike Ojjerle, Ron Conki,
tine, Jim Oatis, Mike Dollens. SECOND ROW : Bill Morrison, John Joe Eisenhut.
FIRST ROW: Bill Andersen. Jim Ktrscli. Dun Hankee. ilnce Martinelli, Lynn Renner. Bill Young. Ron
John Hession, Mike Kern. SECOND ROW : Jim Seach, W'eimer.
Louis Schwitzer Is WRH Benefactor
Schwitzer Hall sports new east and west wings.
Miss Joan Dressel is director of Schwitzer Hall.
Louis Schwitzer Memorial Hall . . . built in 1956 . . . new addition opened in 1963 . . . dedicated in
1964 to Louis Schwitzer . . . 347 women . . . aqua and silver . . . Linda Dodson, president . . . Mary Pat
Hull, vice-president . . . Carolyn Balasa, secretary . . . Sylvia Kapust, treasurer . . . Marty Klein, social
. . . Student Council vice-president, recording secretary . . . AWS secretary . . . Spurs . . . Chimes . . .
Mortar Board . . . Who's Who . . . MSS Freshman editor . . . Alpha Lambda Delta editor . . . Delta Psi Kap-
pa president, chaplain . .
.
Rho Chi vice-president . . . Eta Sigma Phi president . . . Homecoming Queen
. . . Air Angel Court . . . Directors: Miss Joan Dressel, Mrs. Bernice Decius, Mrs. McMann.
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Mailbox combinations can present a problem.
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FIRST ROW': Martha Cedars, Sylvia Kapust, Mary Pat Hull, Barb THIRD ROW: Joy Barken, Pam Schlueter, Carolyn Cooke, Sharon
Cussen, Betty Nichols. SECOND ROW: Sharyl Mitchell, Judy Bennett, Sue Nedele, Aia Knee, Bonnie Kaplan.
Kunz, Carol Bartram, Nancy Kern, Carolyn Schafer, Linda Starmer.
First Floor East
First Floor West
FIRST ROIF: Jynell Woodruff, Mary Bell, Jane Somogy, Bonnie Mary Miller, Marge Dunning, Janet Duxbury, Sharon Dloughy,
Adams. Suzanne Organic. SECOND ROW : Kenna Stone. Monica Edith Douglas, Cindy Potocki.
Kramer. Claryn Birk, Diane Gurry, Alice Barger. THIRD ROW:
FIRST ROW : Kathleen Talbot. Anne Fisher, Lois Bohren, Rita THIRD ROW : Mary Sue Libby, Jane Pogue, Anne Harris, Gail
Anweiler, Ann Johnston. SECOND ROW' : Susan Dexter, Jan Olds, Woodruff, Barbara Albrecht, Naomi Cumberland.
Carol Norris, Jan Clarkson, Beverly Small, Pat Rulp, Chris Allen.
First Floor Northeast
First Floor Northwest
FIRST ROW': Karen Cleienger. Kathy Harrell. SECOND ROW: Neat. THIRD ROW: Judy Ratliff, Ann Cline, Sylvia Smith, Sandy
Ruth Sheridan, Jo Foremen, Susie Mellitz, Jeanette Kirts, Sara Roberts, Mary Sue Woodcox, Pal Peterson.
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FIRST ROW : Joan Riester, Roseann WieczoTck. Bonnie Bartholo- nicht. THIRD ROW : Kathy Farley. Regina Clancy, Linda Jones,
mew, Mary Schroeder, Diana Baker. SECOND ROW : Carolyn Carolyn Bennett, Sherry Wagoner, Carol Morris, Joan Kemmer.
W atamabe, Nancy Scott, Linda Trueb, Cynthia Soames, Barb Frucht-
Second Floor East
Second Floor West
FIRST ROW': Donna Zollman, Sue W'etavka, Ellen Sostman, Sandy THIRD ROW': Carolyn Balasa. Margaret Aldrin, Becky Ashman,
Pakes, Toni Roicley, Jelene Vagel. SECOND ROW : Diana Berk, Sally Housour, Jeanne Garrauay, Carol Turofj, Karen Cotter, Norma
Pat Strahle, Sheryl Bjornberg, Dorothea Cubler, Barb Bunzey. Buyd. Cheryl Shaul. Nancy Mickley. Linda Dodson.
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FIRST ROW : Barb If'irth. Jami Barks, Virginia McMahel, Fran Brenda Williams, Annise Schaper, Diane Mayer. Judy Maier, Susan
Harper, A'ancy Roahrig. SECOND ROW: Mary Gall. Nancy Wilson, Hunter. Heather Grijitt, Carolyn Lent. Dena Chapman.
Mary Sweilzer, Joyce McHugh, Sandy McCormick. THIRD ROW :
Second Floor Northwest
Third Floor Northwest
FIRST ROW': Barb Fleischer. Sue Slormer. Patricia Gordon. Barb Sandy Meadoivs. Carol .-inderson, Pat Piper, Karen Kievit. FOURTH
Sterrelt. SECOND ROW : Trudy Aichholz. Ellen Jo Canter. Mary ROW': Linda Niedenthal, Jill Longstreet, Carol Coffey. Sharon Paelz.
Ann Ramho. Erin Rose. Pat Dunifon. THIRD ROW : Dennie Haehl,
^ lil III f1
FIRST ROW: Sandy Lunberg, Janice Weinblall, Ellen W'erman, THIRD ROW : Linda Seibel, Joan McVey, Helen Queiaer, Jean
Kathy Bartosh, Carolyn Anderson. SECOND ROW : Cindy Sandy, Capko. Liz Campbell, Sara Johnson.
Judy Mathews, Theresa Wieneke, Laurie Turner, Violet Summers.
Third Floor East
Third Floor West
FIRST ROW: Kathy Reno. Beth Wernz. Michell Broun. Patsy Mc- Loser. Barb Broun. Donna Glasson. Carolyn Moehlenkamp. Terri
Ginley. Suzanne Frazee. Rena Rink. Jenness Bush. SECOND ROW: Eggers, Patty Reese. FOURTH ROW: Mary Salisbury, Nada Dia-
Sue Zabst. Marty Klein. Pam Hunt. Judy Mc.Avoy, Lynn Atkinson. chenko, Anita Steinert. Kathy Drakulich, Liz Kellam.
THIRD ROW : Wendy Poland, Diane Waller, 5ue Raby, Margaret
Ross Hall Scores Success in Spring Sing
Ross Rt>klt'iii I- Hall houses 390 men students.
Mrs. Mary Gordon is the office manager at Ross Hall.
Ross Residence Hall . . . luiilt in 1954
. . . dedicated to Dr. M. 0. Ross, past president of Butler, in 1962
. . . 390 men . . . Brian Porter, president . . . Richard Soendlin, vice-president . . . Joe Purichia, secre-
tary . . . Ronald Bade, treasurer . . . Boh Palmer, corresponding secretary . . . Richard Donovan, head
counselor . . . Alpha Phi Omega president, vice-president . . . American Pharmaceutical Association presi-
dent, vice-president . . . BISA vice-president . . . Blue Key treasurer . . . COLLEGIAN managing editor
. . . Eta Sigma Phi treasurer . . . Kappa Kappa Psi president, vice-president . . . Phi Delta Chi president,
\ ice-president . . . Phi Eta Sigma, vice-president, secretary . . . Phi Mu Alpha treasurer . . . Sigma Tau
Delta president . . . Sphinx vice-president . . . Utes president, treasurer . . . Office Manager, Mrs. Mary
Gordon.
Don't forget your
last name.
Tom Lombard is grimly determined to get that letter!
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FIRST ROW: John Decker. Frank Grass. Bill Greaf, Ralph Hart-
sock. Roger Bell. SECOND ROW: Tim Worley, Jarold Hunt, Garry
Butcher, Duane Gustin, John Brimm. Ken Raiiwolj, Steve Martz.
THIRD ROW: Morris Hedge, David Aronson. Ray Kling. Richard
Hannah. Brent Stoudt, Larry Larson.
First Floor Northeast
Second Floor Northeast
FIRST ROW: Chuck English. Tom Edtvards. Greg Armstrong. Lee
Eduards. Roger James. Bob Hoefflin. SECOND ROW : Ron Grooms,
Steve Davidson. Larry Trissel, Steve Varnell, Jerry Yergler, Dale
Worley. Ruelle Fiant. THIRD ROW: Conrad Bukoicski, Steve Smith,
Tom Tiveedy, Ken Vedra. Richard Wise, Bob Mclntire.
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f/«.sT fiO/T; Thumui Austin. Ed Beckner. Damon Perry, Gary Paton. Mike Free. Dick Miller. Tom Hebermehl. THIRD ROW:
Patun. Richard ITalke. i^ECOMD ROU : Ken Tatman, Robert Brooks Freeman, David Bjornstud, Jim Clark, Phil Alsmun.
First Floor Southwest
Second Floor Southwest
FIRST ROW: Tim Poland. Steve Clark. Richaid Smith. Marvin THIRD ROW'": Ralph Rusinski, Mark Todd, Ralph Itlingworth,
Singleton Donald Tresnouski. SECO.\D ROW: John Kraft. Chuck John Rokely. Bob Palmer.
Oh, ,11. Bub Rune. Richard Soendlin. Andx Wheeler, Bill Miller.
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FIRST ROW: Wayne Rose. Mike Herman. William Hengle. Jim
Short. Don Crane. ' SECOXD ROW: Ray Ratajik, Tom Demik, Al
King. Ron Kozlouski. Greg Stahly, Mck Vasil. THIRD ROW: Jim
Eisenhut, Rick Stanton, William Purcell, Van Bailey. Tom Lantz.
Third Floor Northeast
Third Floor Southwest
FIRST ROW : Roy Hyatte. Paul Ayers. Bill Williams. Tom Kulat.
Ron Hansen. SECOS'D ROW : Jim Oblak, Garry White. Mike
Kent. Robert Simpson. Ken Hacker.
John Graas. Mike Decanio.
THIRD ROW: Vem Burza,
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Index and
Advertising
Two of the most important groups in any yearbook
are contained in this last section—our advertisers and
the index which lists the names of everyone appearing in
our hundreds of pictures.
Our advertisers supported us by helping cover the
cost of the Drift. We hope you will patronize our
advertisers.
ORGANIZATIONS AND
HOUSING INDEX
Accounting Society 136
AKROTC 160
Alpha Chi Omega 170,171
Alpha Lanilida Oclta 134
AWS 146
EISA 150
B-Men"s Association 51
Bine Key lL'8,12y
(Jhinies 130
Christian Science 157
COLLEGIAN 166,167
Debate Team 140
Delta Delta Delta 174.175
Delta Gamma 1,2,173
Delta Psi Kappa 148
Delta Tan Delta 184,185
DRIFT 163,164,165
Half-Time Honeys 148.149
Ichthus 156
IFC 153
Insm ance Society 136
Jnnioi Panhellenic 152
Kappa Alpha Tlieta 176,177
Ka|ipa Kappa Gamma 178,179
Kappa Kappa Psi 138
Kappa Sigma 186.187
Lanihda Chi Alpha 188,189
Lambda Kappa Sigma 137
Mannsciipts 135
Methodist Stndent Movement ..157
Mortar Board 126,127
Mu Phi Epsilon 139
Panhellenic Association 152
PKMM Club 143
Phi Delta Chi 142
Phi Delta Theta 196.197
Phi Kappa Theta 198,199
Phi Kta Sigma 134
Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia 139
Pi Beta Phi 180.181
Religious Council 156
Rho Chi 142
Ross Hall 206,207,208,209
Schwitzer Hall 200,201,202,203
SEA 154
Sigma Alpha Iota 140
Sigma Chi 192,193
Sigma Nu 190,191
Sigma Tau Delta 135
Society for the Advancement
of Management 141
Sphinx 131
Spurs 132
Student Council 148,149
Tau Beta Sigma 138
Tau Kappa Epsilon 194,195
Theta Sigma Phi 141
Trianon 182,183
Utes 133
Welwyn Club 155
WRA 144
YM-YW CA 147
^ onng Democrats 150
Young Republicans 151
ADMINISTRATION-
FACULTY INDEX
Amend, Victor 84
Andry, Dr. E. R 156
Arbogast, Filbert 93
Atkins, Mr 98
Ax, Toni Sue 85
Baetzhold, Howard 84
Baker, Georgia 92
Barlow, Dr. R. L 88
Barron, John 166
Bessey, William 88
Best, John W 92
Beyer, Werner 84
Billiar, Donald 84
Birdwhistell, Kal|.h 88
Bonney, Hurlbut 93
Boohar, Richard 88
Bowers, Jean 145
Burkhart, Helene 92
Cawtliorne, Raymond 81
Cassell, Richard 84
Chenoweth, Gene 83
Clark, Clyde 150,85
Clark, Gordon 87
Cohron, Dick 83
Colbert, John 94
Comfort, George 86
Conn, Robert 88
Cornick, Martha 94
Coulson, Roger 92
Dawn, William 91
DeBruin, Hendrick 92
DeHovos, Genevieve 86
Deitz,' Bob 63
Doerr, Dale 142,89
Downing, Samuel 86
Dunlap, Joseph 84
Durflinger, Elizabeth 152,80
Dressel, Joan 200
Efroynison, Clarence 91
Ehlert, J. K 82
Farbor, Milton 86
Farbor, Mrs 182
Felger, Kathryn 88
Fine, Irving 85
Gates, John 94
Gibson, James 140,84
Gilpin, Robert 133
Gladden, Raymond 81
Graf, August 88
Graham, Gary 84
Gussin, Arnold 88
Gustafson, Lorraine 85
Harwood, Arthur 142.89
Hauss, James 52,57,71,90
Hedden, Frank 90
Heemstra, Grace 80
Henzie, Charles 94
Hiatt, Vergil 85
Hinkle, Tony 50,52,27,69
Hoffman, George 86
Hope, Sarah 143,144
Horn, Dorothy 94
Howard, William 51,92
Iske, May 88
Johnson, Harold 94
Johnson, John 79
Jones, Alexander 78
Jones, Incile 94
Kaplan, Henriette 92
Kaufman, Karl 89
Kilsheimer, Sidney 88
Koehrn, Fred 94
Lang, Duaine 92
LeSueur, James 156
Lloyd, Ernest 94
Lowry, Murrill 88
Maher, Richard 84
Marlowe, Peggy 80
Martin, William 86
Michaels, Harry 94
Michener, Nathan 89
Mocas, Christo 83
Moore, Nancy 84,134
Mulholland, James 94
McCampbell, Virginia 143
Nast, Wayne 160,93
Northrop, Arthur 91
Nygaard, Jo.seph 83,92
Osborne, Richard 94
Paddock, Harriet 91
Peeling, James 86
Phariss, Florence 85
Phillippe, James 94
Pihlak, John 85,147
Porter, Sarah 155
Poulimas, Constantine 94
Quinney, Paul 88
Reisinger, Francis 87,156
Roberts, Arthur 94
Roberts, David 91
Rooker, James 92,154
Rosenthal, Lewis 84
Rossie, Jonathon 86
Rowe, Edward 89,142
Schwomeyei, H. F 80,153
Semanitzky, Michael 94,95
Seymour, Keith 88
Shane, Theodore 86
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Uauwolf, Ken 142,207
Ray, Ja.queline 112,179
Rayle, Rick 162
Keagen, Graig 191
Reese, Patty 205
Reinhard, Dan 70
Ri-istcr, Joan 122
Remmo, Bill 70,122
Render, J .52,60
Renie, Tim 70
Renie, Tom 69,70
Renner, Lynn 199
Reno, Kathy 205
Reynolds, Carol 112,143
Reynolds, Vicki 14.3,144,179
Rhoadis, Kathleen 183
Rhyn.hart, Sherry 179
Richards, Warren 142
Rickman, Barbara ..122,141,1.30,167
Ricksecker, Ruth 150
Riester, Joan 203
Riggs, Nancy ..122,130,146,154,179
Ringham, Gary 142
Rink, Rena 204
Riepple, Bronwynn 173
Riser, Cheryl ....40,132,154,165,177
Rissler, Betsy 179
Ritchey, Sam 122.131,153
Roahrig, Nancy 122,204
Roberts, Marsha 155
Robertson, Bonny 112
Rochen, Steve 160
Rodney, Judy 122,181
Rokely, John 208
Rose, Charles 112
Rose, Erin 156,204
Rose, Wayne 209
Rosebrough, Lynn 154,179
Rosner, Barney 51,52,60
Ross, Linda .' 48
Rossener, Jerry 191
Rotelli, JoAnn 122
Roudebush, Karen 173
Rowley, Toni 203
Rudy, Terry 51,62.70
Ruggieri, Pamela 112.179.127
Rulp, Pat 202
Rune, Bob 208
Rush, Jane 1.1
Rusinski, Ralph 208
Sabatine, Emmet 122.198.199
Sadler, Steve 63.52,54.60
Safford, Carol 122.143.145
Salatich, Ronald ....63.133.134.197
Salisbury, Mary 205
Sandberg, Kav 154.173
Sanders, Dave ....51.63.67.113.128.
187
Sandy. .\ndy 205
Saver. Tom 51.52.57.61
Sciijfer, Carolyn 201
Schaper. Annise 204
Schechter. Becky 152.154.171
Schendel. Thomas 113.129
Schell, Ivan 189
Schilling. Ed 63.133.193
Schlueter. Pam 155.201
Schneider. Steve 197
Schroeder, Mary 155J303
Schulte. Lisa 122.173
Schulz, Tom 32.33.35.122
Schwartz, Rod 113.187
Schweiger, Carole 113
Schwomeyer, Sandy 181
S<Ml, Douglas llZ.Wr
HiMll, Mickiry 6.3,197
.Voll, Nanr.-y L50,203
.S<:ukan<;<;, Nam.y 4ii,171
.Seach, Jirn 199
.Sehaolian, Lou 177
.S.«:feldl, Al 197
S«it>el. I.ir,rla 2f&
Sr.rui-.f, .Sy<Jni;y 171
.Shackelford, B. J 113
.Shade, l-arry W.Mi&ff)
.Shade!, David . .113,129,U9,151,Ut9
.Shaul, Cheryl 203
.Shaver, Manie 177
Sheeus, Randy 195
Shelton, Phil 122,B 1,140450
.Shepherd, Dout; 75
.Shephard, .Sher^l 151,151,179
.Sheridan, Ruth 122. 15<^),202
.Sherman, Frank 160
Shery, Bill l.%,185
Sherry, Susan 1 13,173
.Shick, Jane 122
.Shields, Rosann 122,181
Shoemaker, Helen 113
Short, Jim 197.209
Shotliff, John 113
Showley, Lon 63,197
.Sickert, Paul 160
Simpson, Charles 160
Simpson, Robert 209
Simpson, Lanny 155,191
Singleton, Marvin 206
Sittler, Ginny 179
Six, Dale 73,179
Slaughter, Pat 154.155,181
Slybv, Sarah ...113,146,151,154,175
Smail, Beverly 202
Smith, Don 160.162
Smith, Les 160
Smith, John 113
Smith, Richard 20
Smith, Sarah 113
Smith, Steve 207
Smith, Susan 134
Smith, Sylvia 202
Smith, Terry 195
Snavely, Carolyn 1.30.165.171
Soames, Cynthia 203
Soendlin. Richard 113,1S4J?08
Sohn, Sharon 113
Somogy, Jayne 201
Sostman. Ellen 203
Sotzing. Sandra 114.154.183
Spacke. Stephen 114
Spencer, David 114
Spicer, Susan 171
Spradlin, Norman 114.166
Spradlin, \ irginia 122
Spruill, Steve 184.185
Squire. Jack 167
Stahl. Jerrv- 122.131
Stalily. Greg ..209
Staiger. Deborah 114.127.177
Staley, Ginny 36.114.145.146.
151.152.155.175
Stallings. Emily . . . 145.151.154.155.
164.181
Stan. Toby 185
Stanfield. \^avne 114
Stanford. Betty 114.L26.141
Stanton, Rick 157J?09
Starmer. Linda 201
Stauderman. Bob 191
Staton. Kerry 150
Stearns. Barb 181
Steele. Elizabeth 114.147.151.
165.179
Steidinger. Sue 181
Steinert. Anita 205
Steinhour, Lynn 151.181
Steinhour. Susan 140
Steinmetz. Joy 122
Sterrelt. Barb 204
Stewart. George 52.133.191
Stewart, Jim 191
Stewart, Joan 114.143,156
Stickels, Phil 162.189
Stiles, Bob 189
Stoimer, Sue 204
Stone, Dick 197
Stone, Kenna 114,201
Stonei-, Sara 49,122.147.150.16.3.
167
Stoiidt, Brent 207
StoLiffer, Ellamarie 181
Stout, Hilary 46.132.165.177
Stout, Linda 123
Slow ring. Bill •.195
Stralile, Pat 203
Sliunalian, Mary Sue 173
Stra^.-er, Jenny l73
Strasser, Ben 150
Stuart, Klizabetli 175
Stuckman, Judy 154,183
Summers, Violette 140,205
Sulpliin, Da\e 51,52,60,193
Sutton, Butch 129,193
Swarts, Chris 132,179
Sweely, Sue 175
Sweet, Bob 186,191
Swink, Paul 189
Sw isher. Ken 189
Sweitzer, Mary 204
Sylvester, Karen 49,155,177
Szatkowski, Anne 154,171
Taylor, Mary 115
Taylor, Paula 151,173
Taylor, Robert 115.142
Teeter, Dave 191
Templeman, Bill 142
Tepfer, Dan 115,160
Thomas, Charm 132,179
Thomas, Cheryl 132,171
Thomas, Judy 123,145,171
Thompson. Carol 179
Thompson, Darby 123
Thompson. Don 71,197
Thure, Karlyn 157,175
Tigar, Bob 185
Tinder, Mary Ann 179
Tobey, Al 115
Todd, Mark 208
Torchia, Bill 52,57,60
Trevarlhan, John 142
Traylor, Judy 49
Tresnowski, Don 2O8
Trevaskis, John 189
Tressler, Cordia 123,155,183
Tiissel, La] ry 207
Trittschuh, Dixie
....72,123,i43,T45,
152,181
Trueb, Linda 203
Truman, Art 191
Tucker, Jim 68,197
Tung, Sylvia 164
Turbeville, Carol 72,149,181
Turk, Randy 70
Turner, Laurie 205
Turof f, Carol 203
Tweedy, Tom 115,207
Tyner, Linda 49,1 15
Tyo, Cindy 123,143,145,147,151,
152,154
u
Ulricli, Dianne I75
Ulsh, Gordy 191
Utterback, Judy ,.,.36,123,136,150,
155,183
V
Vallin, Bob 60
Van Bruaene, Dave 71
Van Horn, Steve 197
Van Ness, Bill 133,156,197
Vannice, Kitty 175
\"an Tyie, William 123,142
Van \\ ienen, Marilyn 140
Van Winkle, John '. 153.193
Varnell, Steve 207
Vasil, Nick 209
Vedra, Ken 207
Veerie, Jack 51
Venetti, Chuck 197
Vetters, Susan 183
Vickery, Liz I15
Vierling, Judy 115
Vincent. Mike I97
Vncnchak, Joann 123
Voight. Susan 151.154.179
Volpalti. Ron 62.70
Voris. Jack 50,52,115,151.153
Vosloh, Channa 171
w
Wacker, Jim 187
Wagoner, Sherry 203
W alke. Richard ' 208
Walker. Charlette 175
Walker. Robert 115.187
Wall, Don 140
Wall, Judy 175
W allace, Linda 177
Wallace, Scott 69
Waller, Diane 205
Walsh, John 1J5
W altman, Denzcl 160
W ang, Sarah 1 16,177
Ward. Jay 115,129,140,150
Warfel, Dan 52,61,148,149,195
Washburn, Fred 115
W atanabe, Carolyn 154,203
Weaver, Susan 123.181
W'eber, Fred 136
Weger, C 52,60,133
W'eimer. Ron 199
Weinblatt, Janice 123,205
W'eingarth, Judy 115
Weir, Elizabeth 123.181
Weiss, Marc 133.148,191
Wells, Becky 181
Wells, Charlie 51,52,60.193
Wendling, Tina 123,146,171
W'enning, Judy 143,144
Wernz, Beth 205
W'ethington, Tom 68
W healy, Joyce 115
W heeler, Andy 131.208
Wheeler, Renee 123,151,173
White, Janie 171
White, Garry 209
White, Stacia 173
Whitmore, Chris 173
Whittaker, Milton 116
W'hyle, Lance 191
Why te, Julianne 1 16
W'ieczorek, Roseann 203
Wieneke, Theresa 205
Wierzal, Beverly 116
Wiler, Nancy 116,174
Wiley, Meredith 123.131,142
Wilke, Mick 197
Wilkinson, Larry 189
Williams, Becky 123.177
Williams, Bill ' 209
Williams, Bob 197
Williams, Brenda 204
Williams, Christopher 116
Williams, Ed 141
Williams, Joe 160,162
Williams, Melody 155
Williams, Merle 116
Williams, Paula 116.149,150
Williams, Richard 162
Wilson, Nancy 49,146,150,204
Wilson, Judy 171
Wininger, Doug 68,189
Wirth, Barbara 154,204
Wirsching, Rod 187
Wise, Richard 207
Witt, Susan 116,173
W oelfel. Jack 149,162
Wojcik, Dan 68,193
Wonning, Earl 62,162
Wood, Lillie 116
W ood, Marilyn 116,175
W ood, Tom 149
W oodcox, Joann 123
Woodcox, Mary Sue 202
Woodruff, Gail 123,202
W oodruff, Jynell 116,142,201
Woodruff, Sharon 123,156,189
W oody, Tom 131,197
Worley, Dale 207
W'orley, Tim 207
W orth, Barbara I50
Wright, Bill .'..70
Wright, Bob 70
Wright, Vicky 171
Wynegar, Jane 132,134,154,179
Wyneken, Judy 154,179
Yantiss, Bill 191
Yergler, Jerry 207
Young, James 116,142
Zabst, Sue 205
Zally, Barbara 123,144,177
Zentz, Tom 52,189
Zeppering, Pam .'151
Zimlioh, Kathy 36,116,179
Zollman, Donna 203
things go
better,!
Coke
TRADE-MARK
Bottled Under Authority of the Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company.
Clowes
memoRiAl
hallOF BUTLER UNIVERSITY
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTSO
.PINS
. RINGS
. MEDALS
. TROPHIES
. FAVORS
Charles B. Dyer
Co.^ Inc.
234 Massachusetts ME 4-3381
MANUFACTURING & RETAIL JEWELERS
Dance Programs Honor Awards
HERFF
JONES CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana
Designers and Manufacturers
of the Distinctive
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
Class Rings and Commencement Announcements
John Marshall - Joe Hertz
Representatives
•pj^ u-.TX'"^ -V "j^msTsL. ^^rfTiisss^r; '^^^^^BaanaoiVBVHVR^avMinHnpnHK
• Personalized automobile routings
• Protection on the rood
• Exclusive AAA books, maps, triptiks
• Personal accident insurance
• World-wide travel service
• Bail bond
Hoosier Motor Club is now offering associate
memberships to sons and daughters of master
members, 16 to 21 years old, residing in the
household of the members. These associate mem-
berships are only $7.50 each and carry all the
benefits of membership, including personal ac-
cident insurance vi/ith hospitalization payments
up to $1,575.
Master membership .... $1 8 first year; $15 after that.
Associate membership for husband or wife . . . $7.50.
HOOSIER MOTOR CLUBS
40 West 40th Street WA 3-3311
You Never Outgrow Your Need For
MILK
Drink At Least 3 Glasses A Day
Every Day
MARER FLOWER SHOP J(^ 1/i/M(m
FUNERAL HOIiAES
144 East Ohio Street • Indianapolis
Indianapolis • Southport
ME 7-4338 • Greenwood
f^*^®%
Oincc
"A Complete Floral
Service"
J 1897 \
Robert R. St. Pierre Wm. E. Singleton
President General Manager
Excellent Selection of Classical Music
"Come Alive!
Largest Pre-recorded Library of Tapes
in the Midwest
• Opera
• Jazz
This is the
• Popular
• Hi-Fi Components
Pepsi
PEARSON'S PLATTERS
Generation." 6000 East 46th Street
Arlington Shopping Center
LI 5-4347 Hours: 10 a.m. to 9 p.nn.
-gjni***- mfc
ARISTOTLE'S
CORNER
(formerly CURRY'S)
443 N. Pennsylvania
ME 5-2755
"THE CORNER"
for your best selection of
COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS
Paper Backs
Ask For Tom
Buy Used Books and Save
Complete Self-Service Selection
Stop In and Browse!
CASH FOR USED TEXTS!
Hours 9 A.M. To 8 P.M.
Complete Automotive Service
Brake Lining
Tune-up Motors
Oil Change
Road Services
EVERLY SHELL
46th and Illinois
CL 5-0930 AT 3-5119
The Only Life Insurance Company Serving
College Men Exclusively
THE
COLLEGE LIFE
Insurance Company of America
• Monthly Income for Disability
• Broad Coverage Accidental Death and
Dismemberment Benefit
• Cash Settlements—Retirement Income or Lump Sum
• Yearly Cash Dividends
• Lovi/ Cost for Life
• Reduced Premium Deposit First 3 Years
• All Premium Deposits Refunded as an Extra Death
Benefit If Death Occurs Within 20 Years
• Guaranteed Insurability for Future Insurance Pur-
chases
. . . Even Though Your Health or Occupation
Changes
• Unqualified
"Buy Where You Benefit Most"
Charles E. Shearer, Jr. C.L.U. & Associates
P.O. Box 55391
Liberty 5-1291
KIEFER
FLORAL
COMPANY
I
FRESH UP
with
SEVEN-UP
2901 West 16
Indianapolis
ME 7-3407
"You like it
It likes you!
Flowers Telegraphed
We've been Butler's "water boy
for sixty-t'wo years!
Since 1903i when the Indianapolis Water Company
extended ^fvater mains to include the old Irvington
Campus, 'we have been serving the gro-wing needs
of an expanding Butler University.
.3Sx1
Indianapolis
Water
Company
PREPARED BY Hondley & Miller. Jiic
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One Final Word . . .
The editors and the staff of the 1965 DRIFT have in-
tended to present a living record of the year's events
through pictures and words. One must note, however, that
the grooves of this record are more deeply imbedded than
most of us realize. The mere recording of factual informa-
tion serves only to cover our record while the multitude of
personalities which create a yearbook give depth and
vibrance to our recording.
Serving in the capacity of editor for the second semester,
I found each day in the office to be a day in which greater
insight could be gained into human personalities. I found
that yearbooks are created by students who are w-illing to
work for the achievement of a common goal. Yearbooks
are created by individuals who are willing to sacrifice
their personal interests—again, for this common goal, I
saw men like Colonel John Barron, our faculty adviser,
and Richard Kennard, our publisher's representative, give
of their time so that our story could become a reality. And
finally, I discovered the innumerable ways in which stu-
dents approach challenge: I saw tears and laughter, defeat
and victory.
But in the end we can all say that each of us had a
part in presenting the 1965 DRIFT to you. the reader. For
after all, your real interest lies in the surface of our
record and not in the depth of the grooves.
Robert L. Oyler, Editor
Thanks for your contribution to the 1965 DRIFT:y
AFROTC
Chris Theofanis
Maria Lantz
Richard Cote
Dick Kennard
COLLEGIAN
Paula's Studio
Doug Bartlow
Rick Norris
Alumni Association
Our Advertisers
Newsfoto Publishing Company
Colonel John Barron
Indianapolis STAR, NEWS
Mr. H. H. Wright
Underwood Studio
Berta Cheesman
Butler Student Union
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